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ABSTRACT
The interpretation of measurements of the earth's gravitational
field is considered. Operator theory and potential theory are used
to derive coefficient sets which generate parameters describing
the density contrast distribution in a surface layer. A criterion is
developed for deciding whether the distribution described for the
surface layer is more likely due to sources in the underlying medium.
An approximate solution for a body of rectangular cross-section and
meandering streamlike trend is developed and applied to the Iroblem of
mapping the floor of a mountain glacier.
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Application of Filter Theory to Interpretation of the Gravitational
Field
1.0 Introduction
The purpose of the analysis presented herein is to obtain methods
for deriving information concerning the density distribution within a
surface layer, and to evaluate the reliability of such information.
The technique is to derive a set of parameters which describe
the density contrast within a layer and obtain a unique solution for
one of the parameters. The objective is to use the solution for the
parameter in the description of geological features occurring near
the surface of the earth's crust. Examples of the kind of features
that can be described in terms of simple density models are irregula-
rities in the topography underneath a continental or mountain glacier,
or the distribution of sediments or bodies near the surface where
measurements of the gravitational field are made.
Equations are developed from which the solution for a surface
layer can be derived. The problem is to obtain from gravity measure-
ments either the average density contrast of a layer of given
thickness, or to obtain the thickness of a layer of given density con-
trast. The surface layer overlies a semi-infinite half space in which
there also exist density contrasts which make up a noise background.
Once a solution is obtained for the density contrast variation,
a criterion is developed for evaluating the reliability of the inter-
pretation. Due to the variation in density contrasts within the space
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underlying the surface layer, any solution for a surface layer is
questionable.
In order to evaluate the reliability of an indicated variation in
the density contrast within the surface layer, the expected value of the
density contrast in the surface layer is compared to the expected value
of the density contrast in the underlying medium. For example, con-
sider the contrast of rock-ice in the surface layer vs rock-rock below,
and assume some reasonable value for the expected density contrasts
in the two regions.
In order to compare the effect of density contrast variation in
the surface layer to that in an underlying medium, a unit impulse
average density disturbance is placed in the surface layer and is com-
pared to the response of one placed in the medium underlying the surface
layer. Comparison of the frequency analyses of the two responses is
used to determine a wavelength of the density contrast variation above
which the variation of the field in the surface layer exceeds that of
the underlying medium. An estimate can then be made of whether the
variation obtained for the surface layer is above that which is ex-
pected from density contrasts in the underlying medium. This criterion
establishes boundaries within which the solution for a surface layer
is probably not significant, and outside of which it probably is
significant.
1.1 Application of Present Techniques to Interpretation of Gravity
To date, measurements of the earth's gravitational field have
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been of limited use in quantitative geophysical interpretations. Since
gravity can be measured to very great precision, small local variaticns
in the gravitational field have been observed over many areas of the
crust and ocean. Large features of the crust such as mountains, geo-
synclines and oceanic trenches have been correlated with anomalies in
the earth's gravitational field. There has been a limited amount of
success in combining gravity and seismic measurements in order to
quantitatively predict variations in the sub-surface mass distributions
associated with these large scale features. The difficulty in ob-
taining reliable interpretations from gravity alone is attributed to
our lack of a satisfactory model with which to describe the density
of such features and the medium underlying them. 1,2,3
Another area of gravitational interpretation is to indicate
near surface density discontinuities of limited extent, such as salt
domes, faults, ore bodies, glaciers, etc. If the bodies are suffi-
ciently massive, sharp featured and close to the surface, the asso-
ciated gravity anomalies are well abdve the background of field
variations due to other density contrasts. It is also a simpler
matter to make reasonable assumptions about the density of such bodies
as contrasted to that of surrounding rocks. Under favorable circum-
stances, bodies in this class may be detected and described using
gravity alone.
Suppose the gravitational field is observed on a plane z = h2'
Knowledge of the field everywhere on a plane separating the sources
from free space determines the field everywhere else in free space.
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The idea is to observe the field at some level at z = h2 and use an
4
analytic continuation theorem to obtain the field at z = hl, which
still bounds free space, but is closer to the anomalous mass of
interest. If the anomalous density is a surface distribution on
z = h , then gravity continued down to this level exactly reflects
structure. Even though these are not realistic assumptions, the con-
tributions to the field due to different components of the anomalous
mass results in more of a correlation of gravity with structures than
would observation of the gravity field alone.
Not much success followed attempts to obtain continuations of
fields below the surface of the earth. By incorrectly assuming the
space between the planes z = h2 and z = h is free of sources, and
lack of sufficient precision in the measurements, it is difficult to
retain the needed accuracy in a solution. The practice of empirically
smoothing a solution is misleading as the potential itself acts as a
smoothing function, the effect of which one tries to remove. In
recent years, the application of filtering techniques to be used on
gravity and other field measurements was investigated by Dean,
Geophysics, 1959. In the article, filter theory is applied to the
5problem of analytic continuation of fields in free space
Before going into detail with regard to methods of defining
problems and generating approximate solutions, consider, briefly, the
relative effort required in using various methods of obtaining solu-
tions. The following problem demonstrates the relative number of
arithmetic operations required.
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Consider a surface at z = -h, below the reference plane z = 0.
The gravitational field is observed on the plane z = 0. What is the
mass which must be added at each of several hundred points on the
plane z = -h in order to account for an observed variation in the
gravity field? Compute the contribution to the field of a unit of
mass at one station to each other station. This generates several
hundred linear equations in several hundred unknowns. To reduce the
equations to triangular form requires about 9 x 10 multiplications
and additions which is, on a high speed digital computer, approxi-
mately 2400 sec. of internal computation time. (This ignores many
problems associated with obtaining a significant solution.) Due to
the effort required in obtaining the solution to such a set of
equations, other approaches towards obtaining the solution are
examined. For example, we assume that an analytic continuation
theorem was used to derive a convolution operator. A Fourier
series expansion of the spectrum of the operator is obtained which
satisfies 100 discrete frequencies up to a high frequency cut-off by
100 coefficients. Then, using the coefficients as a digital convolu-
tion operator, 100 multiplications and additions are used to generate,
by a convolution operation, a solution at each point, or for a grid
of 300 points about 30,000 multiplications and additions are used to
generate the continuation to the level z = -h. This is of the order
of about 8 seconds of internal computation for a high speed electronic
computer. Since the solution is obtained explicitly in such a system
it is unique.
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Another possible method is that of analyzing the field into
functions. By expansion of the gravity field into suitable functions,
and taking the appropriate transform of each function, explicit ex-
pressions for the frequency response can then be obtained. Consider-
ing recent advances in function analysis, functions might be suitably
defined which converge properly when the above operations are per-
formed. An interesting suggestion of how this can be done is given
6
by Park and Glaser in a Johns Hopkins Radiation Laboratory Report
Criteria are developed to maximize the convergence of Hermite poly-
nomials to a signal wave form by translating the wave form and scaling
the independent variable.
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2.0 The Density Distribution Within a Surface Layer
General Relationships
The general relationship between the gravitational potential lp
and density .P for a density distribution fixed in time is given by
Poisson's equation.
(1)
If the density is known everywhere within an enclosed volume and
boundary conditions are known, it is possible, in principle, to obtain
solutions for V(x, y, z) using (1). If there are sources external to
the surface enclosing the distribution ,P(x, y, z), it is necessary to
take into account a surface charge distribution over the boundary as
well as the volume density distribution.
The expression (2) may be used to compute the potential, where
V is the volume within which there is a volume density distribution,
and the remaining volume contains no sources.
(2) 23ji)d.Ojv-o
V
2.1 Boundary Values on a Reference Plane due to a Volume Density
Distribution within a Surface Layer
For many geophysical problems the distribution f(x, y, z) is
confined to a half space below a reference plane z = o. A field
component which is a derivative of the potential f is measured on the
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plane z = o.
The gradient of the potential 'fj(x, y, z) is the gravitational
force due to a static mass distribution. By neglecting the deviation
of the force vector from vertical, one considers that c L/ 9 - is
measured. This implies that the gravitational isopotential surface is
approximately a horizontal plane. A correction for this effect is
given by Orlin, Journal of Geophysical Research, 1959.7
The field variation in x and y about a point on the reference
plane may be considered due to the variation in density from a given
constant density at depth z. This variation is defined as the density
contrast A P . The equation for boundary values derived from the
density contrast within the surface layer is
SL
(3) e -x, 0) Af --. * Y-01 Lo Xe
-o- 0 +Co- --A) - (t
The additive constant comes about from the contribution to
(9 (x, y, o) from an assumed rock density P (z) where the density
(x, y, z) = P(z) +4P(x, y, z).
2.2 Parameters which Describe the Density Contrast Distribution
within a Surface Layer of Constant Thickness
Equation (3) is in such a form that it is possible, given
A P(x, y, z), to solve for L (x, y, o) the potential on the plane
z = o. It is not possible to solve explicitly for & 'P (x, y, z)
from t- (x, y, o) without making further assumptions about the
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density. Since we are given the field ek? / ~g- (x, y, o) on a plane,
the parameters used to describe the density are conveniently solved for
as functions of x and y. In considering some cf the possibilities of
what one can determine from observing the gravitational field, the
expression AP (x, y, z) is expanded into a power series in z, with
the coefficients being functions of x and y.
Inserting (4) into (3)
(5) Y'X, o' 0) J4 * QX.4
-** -0*o
From equation (5) note that to each value of n in the series
expansion there corresponds a coefficient, On (x, y). This is one
of a set of N "source functions" which may be used in the linear con-
volution equation (6).
~s.L
(6) ___-)_k )LI %,,Io _0_____
If all but one of the "source functions" are assumed or given,
then L (x, y, o) can be used to explicitly obtain a unique solution
for the remaining function.
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2.3 Variation in Thickness of a Surface Layer of Constant Density
Contrast
Models developed are used to describe the density variation of
bodies close to the surface, such as glaciers, lake beds, ore bodies,
etc. In order to obtain a solution, the assumption is made that the
density contrast does not vary with depth but only with x and y. In
the case of a body of constant density contrast, A Po , but variable
thickness, L (x, y), the parameter , AP (x, y), can be readily com-
puted from equation (7) by imagining that the thickness of the surface
layer is constant and that the density contrast varies. This quantity,
6 P , depends on the variation in the depth of the bed L (x, y) from
some initially assumed value L9. Changes in & P and changes in L
both reflect changes in the mass of an element. A perturbation of
the bottom of the bed from an assumed value Lo is made on the basis
that the change in density AP (x, y) from a known constant A Po
indicates a variation of mass in the layer at x, y equal to
(tf(x, y) -Afo) Lo. This mass is added to the bottom of the layer
so as to generate a constant density contrast layer of variable thick-
ness, which is an approximate solution.
The following expression is used to compute successive approxi-
mations to the depth of this layer from AP (x, y), the effective
density contrast variation. In successive computations of the
effective density contrast, 4 (x, y); L (x, y), the previously
computed bottom surface of the layer is held constant.- The constant
takes on a different value for the computation of each value of
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-i (x, y) at x, y. This procedure is carried out until L (x, y)
converges to a stationary field L (x, y).
Letting "j" index the effective density computed for the jth
iteration; A P1 (x, y) L1 (x, y) = AZ Lj + 1 (x, y). This formula
holds the mass per unit area constant at every value of x and y. An
approximate depth map Lj + 1 (x, y) is generated from the previous
computation of an effective density, AP (x, y). A -P is the
constant density contrast of the body and must be given.
In several iterations this converges to a final map of the
depth of the bed L (x, y). In each successive iteration, the field
approaches a value closer to L (x, y) but with a correction from the
previous value which never exceeds L (x, y). This follows because
the mass is added to the bottom of a vertical element rather than
uniformly throughout as is the case when A P(x, y) is computed
using (7).
L is treated as a constant in the integration of (7), even
though it varies from point to point. As subsequent iterations are
carried out, this results in some distortion in the map of the bed
unless further corrections are applied to the operator.
Recent theory describing iterative processes such as that used
above is described by Widrow in a paper given at the IRE. Wescon
Convention, 1959.8
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3.0 Derivation of Operators Used to Generate the Average Density of a
Surface Layer
Using (6), letting n equal zero, and integrating over z0, one obtains
(7), for the case where the density contrast in the surface layer does
not vary with depth. This quantity is defined as the average density
contrast of the surface layer.
-00 00
3.1 Spectral Analysis of the Operator used to Generate the Potential
Field, Uf , from the Average Density of the Surface Layer
Equation (7) is a linear convolution integral, and L (x, y, o)
is the output of a linear system. The function which operates on each
vertical element of the surface layer is obtained by setting
AP(, y) = (x) S (yo) and integrating over x and y9. The re-
sponse is SINH~ (v), where r = -/2- +y. This function is cir-
cularly symmetric and the circular frequency response is obtained
from the Hankel transform shown by (7a). The use of the Hankel
transform for geophysical problems is described by Dean. 5
00
From the Bateman series table of zero order Hankel transforms one
obtains (8).7
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(8 ' [( 1msCL) / Lj (+ o))
3.2 Spectral Analysis of the Operator used to Generate the Vertical
Component of Gravity, - , from the Average Density of a
Surface Layer
2
It may be shown that for a given harmonic function, f is the
frequency response of the second vertical derivative operation. This
follows from Laplace's equation which is satisfied by the boundary
values.
Given i(ux + ) on the plane z = o.
Since the first vertical derivative is also a circularly symmetric
function, then its spectrum is given by f or '+/I . Equation (8)
gives the frequency response of the operator for obtaining the potential
(x, y, o) from the density NP(x, y). K(f) may also be expanded
into a power series in f. This corresponds to the vertical derivative
fields which must be summed to obtain the desired operator, K(f).
In practice, g (x, y, o), the given quantity, is the vertical
derivative of Q9 (x, y, o). Y(f), the spectrum of the operator for
obtaining g (x, y, o) from A P (x, y) is obtained by multiplying the
filter K(f) in equation (8) by f as in (9). In space, this is equiva-
lent to taking a single vertical derivative of the operator used to
obtain t? from A P(x, y). Since the operator is linear, the spectrum
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in (9) corresponds to the operator used to obtain from A.P(x, y).
Lf
Equation (9) is the filter response used in order to obtain
g (x, y, o) from AP(x, y). There are several reasons why it is
desirable to know the frequency response of the operation one wishes
to perform. First, it allows the spectrum of the inverse operation
to be immediately obtained. For example, if Y (f) is the filter of
the operator from which g (x, y, o) is obtained from 6P(x, y), then
the filter from which & P (x, y).is obtained from g (x, y, o) is
1/y (f).
secondly, using Dean's5 analysis, once an operator spectrum is
described analytically, it can be replaced by a digital filter which
has the same frequency response at a number of discrete frequencies.
The coefficients of the finite Fourier series satisfying these fre-
quencies correspond to a digital convolution operator which is an
accurate low frequency approximation of the operation to be performed.
The following section deals with the problem of expressing the pre-
ceding analytical expressions for operator spectrums (K(f), Y(f),
1/K(f), l h fj f2 , etc.) into discrete spectra for which a
finite set of coefficients can be derived.
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3.3 Filtering Due to Process of Making a Discrete Network of
Measurements
Coefficient sets, corresponding to inverse operators, include
differences of large numbers which amplify errors recorded in the
measurements. Consequently, there are fewer significant places in
the output of such a system than in the input.
In obtaining numerically significant answers, we take into account
uncertainties in the resolving power of measurements obtained on a
network of points.
In a one dimensional example, the output of a system is an
impulse function occurring at some arbitrary position x along the
line x. Let samples of the field be observed at equally spaced
intervals. Then proper representation of the impulse is possible
only if the impulse happened to occur at one of the sampling points.
Assuming that the impulse occurs nearest the position x it is
equally likely that it occurs anywhere between t &/2, where
L is the spacing of the sampled data.
A requirement in the design of a digital filter for deriving
samples of a source function from evenly spaced samples of the field
g might be that the output S(x ) is the average of S(x) integrated
between (xj - ) and (xj +4). The operator yielding this
average is a square wave of amplitude 1/A between (x - 4) and
(x + 4 ); and zero elsewhere. The frequency response corresponding
to this operator is obtained by multiplying the square wave by
cos w x and integrating between plus and minus infinity. The
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corresponding digital frequency response given by (11) consists of L
discrete frequencies between zero and 0/1 , the highest frequency which
can be sampled by the network on which measurements are made. The
spectrum for the digital convolution operator can be obtained by multi-
plying the expression F(j), given by (11), by the analytical expression
for the spectrum of the operation to be performed. The problem of
obtaining L coefficients of the digital convolution operator from the
discrete spectrum for one and two dimensions is given by Dean, Geophysics,
1958.5
(11) F (( 
.U- 0
Another smoothing operator which in some cases may be considerably
more effective is that which generates the sample S(x ) from the arith-
metic mean S(xj - ) + S(a' + 4) . This operation does not extend
beyond 4; consequently, it does not reduce the resolution from the
measurements on the network t'& , except to make it impossible to generate
anomalies based on a single grid width. From Fourier transform theory,
the effect of translation on the spectrum of an operator is to multiply
the spectrum by j- x u. Translation of the operator from x = o to
plus and minus L/2 is given by setting x = A/2. Since the operator
must be an even function, the real part of SL- x u is given in (lla).
(lla) F'( 4-) = C, (n Ir ) 4 = + (o, )o..j)
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For a two dimensional rectangular grid, similar results are ob-
tained by integrating 8 (x) b (y) over x and y.
(12) F&i)"'o,1+ 
vL)
(12a)
The use of (11) through (12a) can be effective in smoothing a
spectrum which diverges as the frequency increases.
These are effective linear smoothing filters to be used in ob-
taining a coefficient set, because there is little, if any, cost in the
resolving power of the smoothed operator. If the above smoothing is
not sufficient to give accurate results, a more accurate result with
lower frequency resolution is obtained by cascading the operators. The
operation repeated a number of times does not ring and does, at least,
bring fairly tolerable distortions into the output.
It is necessary to have a criterion for knowing how many co-
efficients are needed in order to adequately perform an operation.
This is most often accomplished through experience. However, a rule
of thumb would be to have enough coefficients to include most of the
area under the envelope of the response to an impulse input.
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4.0 Interpretation of Results
In evaluating the results obtained in developing the model of a
bed which accounts for the observed variation in gravity, one must
consider that the anomalous mass distribution obtained might have
been, in part, based on contributions to the field from density con-
trasts of underlying material. Evien though the density contrasts under-
lying the body may be weaker and further filtered out by their depth
of burial, they still may contribute a significant noise background
to the signal upon which an interpretation is to be based. This places
limitations on the ability of discriminating a signal corresponding to
the assumed model from background noise due to sources in the underlying
medium.
It is possible to estimate a ratio of layer thickness to wavelength
of density contrast variation above which the signal might be expected
to be over the background noise level. The signal is represented by an
impulse in the average density contrast of a layer bounded by planes at
z = 0 and z = L; the noise output is estimated from an impulse in the
average density contrast occurring between the planes, z = L and
z -y- 00 . The signal amplitude divided by the noise amplitude may be
obtained as a function of frequency using (9). The ratio in the average
density contrast of the surface layer relative to that of the average
underlying medium is R. Let A (f = be the wave length of the
variation in the average density contrast within the surface layer.
The condition that the signal from the surface layer be greater than the
noise from the underlying medium is given by (13).
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(13) 
.2.TT L. > l ()
(13) states that the thickness L of the surface layer relative
to the wave length of the variation in average density within the bed
must be greater than a value which depends on the density contrast
ratio between the surface layer and the underlying medium. This
criterion is the same in the one dimensional case, since the frequency
response corresponding to the one dimensional cylindrically symmetric
potential function is the same analytical expression as the frequency
response of the corresponding two dimensional circularly symmetric
potential function. (13) may be used for either case.
An example of the use of (13) would be to evaluate the validity
of a feature mapped from gravity data. Assume a topographical feature
is mapped underneath a glacier which, on an average, is 5,000 feet
wide and 200 feet high. Let the boundary be an ice rock interface
for which one might assume a density contrast of 1.7 between the
density of rock and ice. The average density contrast of underlying
rock interfaces is assumed to be .17. From (13),
T X 2.00
5'000
This indicates that the given anomaly on the boundary, between the
surface layer and underlying medium, is probably above the resolution
which can be reasonably expected. In general, from (13) one sees that
higher frequency detail in an interpretation may be meaningful whereas
the low frequency information may be highly questionable.
The high frequency content one can hope to add to an interpretation
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which uses gravity data is also limited by problems in obtaining numeri-
cally stable operators, and by the accuracy of the measurements. Also,
changes in the average density of the surface layer may be mistaken
for changes in the thickness of the layer which can add error into an
interpretation.
(13) suggests a criterion for designing a high pass filter which
allows only the significant higher frequencies to be added to an
interpretation from consideration of the gravity variation. If such
a filtered response is added to a low pass filtered map obtained from
a drilling, seismic, or E.M.10 survey so that the sum of the low and
high pass filters are a unity, then it is reasonable in this way to add
higher frequency content to an interpretation by using a surface layer
model for the variations in the earth's gravitational field. In order
to obtain an estimate of the smallest wave length of ice thickness
variation which can be mapped with gravity, assume that the minimum
thickness variation mapped is K feet and that features smaller than
this are not seen. Referring to (13), let R = 10, L = K, and solving
for A , the minimum wave length that can be mapped is approximately
63 K. For a contour interval of 200 feet this is 12,600 feet. This
means that, if a regional map is based on control points spaced about
two miles apart, and a high pass filtered gravity interpretation is
added to the contours of the regional map, the topography can be reliably
contoured on a 200 foot interval.
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5.0 Use of Analytical Solutions for Rectangular Shaped Bodies to
Approximate the Gravitational Field of a Mountain Glacier
The methods for generating the solution of a surface layer which
were discussed in the previous sections do not make use of any known
symmetry in the shape of the body that is generated. For example, it is
known that a mountain glacier has a U-shaped cross-section and a meandering
stream-like trend. This suggests that the solution for an infinite
trench of some given width and depth can be used to approximate the
field variation which would be observed by measuring gravity along a
profile which crosses the glacier. If the location of both of the near-
ly vertical walls which bound the sides of the mountain glacier are ob-
served, their displacement normal to a line arbitrarily taken as the
axis of the glacier can be tabulated. It will be shown that these dis-
placements can be used as a basis for obtaining the optimum position of
trench walls parallel to the trend line. These walls form boundaries of
an infinite trench of rectangular cross section which can be used to
compute the approximate gravity anomaly over the trench, corresponding
to a particular profile.
The depth of the trench used to approximate the glacier is not
known. A depth of the trench can be derived so that the computed gravi-
ty profile best matches the gravity anomaly which is measured over the
glacier. An iterative technique can be used to accomplish this.
The computed field, Ge (x), obtained by assuming some value for the
depth of the trench, is related in (14) to the observed gravity profile
Go (X). A + Bx represents the variation of the background field across
the profile. If the following relationship is assumed:
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(14) C- (-x) --- 56 -) + A +- B -X
then the method of least squares can be used to derive S, A and B. If
the correct value was used for the density contrast between rock and
ice, and the depth of the trench, a value for S equal to one is ob-
tained. If a value for S is obtaihed which is not equal to one, equation
(14) indicates that the density contrast assumed in the computation of
Gc (x) is incorrect and should be divided by S. On the other hand, if
the density contrast is known, a correction is accomplished by placing
a mass increment at the bottom of the trench. This is done by dividing
the assumed depth by S. Since placing the same mass increment under-
neath the trench will add less in the computation of Gc (x) than adding
the mass uniformly throughout a trench of fixed depth, the correction
needs to be applied a number of times until newly computed values of S
are sufficiently close to unity.
The result of carrying out the above least squares analysis is to
generate a value for the depth of the glacier and a straight line esti-
mate of the background field for each profile where G0 (x) is measured.
Due to the fact that the bottom of the trench is irregular and is tilted,
the values obtained for the depth and background field vary at each
profile position. An average straight line approximation of the back-
ground field, A + BC is subtracted from the observed gravity G0 (x)
to generate values of the gravity, Ga (x), which are presumed due to
density contrast of the ice in the trench. This quantity referred to
as Ga (x) may be compared to values of Gc (x) computed from the trench
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model corresponding to each profile. The depth of trench which will
yield the value of Ga (x) observed at each position along the profile
is used to generate an approximate map of the bottom of the trench.
The amount of uniqueness in this approximate solution may be indicated
by assuming a cross section of some other shape and perturbing the
shape of the bottom of the trench in the same manner.
In the following sections exact and approximate solutions for
rectangular bodies are derived. These are used in order to obtain a
basis for computing the position of each wall of the infinite trenches
used to approximate the field for each profile.
5.1 One Dimensional Solutions for Cylindrical Bodies of Rectangular
Cross section
In obtaining the solution along a prafile for a potential function
or component of a field, it is convenient to make use of the methods of
operational calculus. This introduces considerable economy into the
process of generating solutions.
The integral equation from which useful operators may be derived
consists of the integration of fields of line sources distributed at
depth h. The operator, which is used to generate the vertical or z
component of gravity along a profile in the plane z = o, is obtained
by taking the derivative with respect to z of the logarithmic potential
and is given by (15)
( t
(15) TT C
-o o' A Y '
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In order to obtain g (x) for a line source at z = h and x = o,
equation (15) may be used. fo (x), the expression for the line source,
is infinite at x = o, z = h, and zero elsewhere.
Referring to (15), the solution for the vertical component of
gravity where an impulse is placed on a plane at z = h, is given by
(16); the vertical component of gravity due to a line source at z = h.
(16) 4%/) -Tr
In (15), letting s (xo) = g (x), corresponding to a half plane
source, the source at z = h is 1 from x = o to x = 00 and zero elsewhere.
Sl (x) is the integral with respect to x of the line source (x).
The solution to l (x), the half plane source, is the integral with
respect to x of the solution to J#o (x) given by (16). This follows
as (15) is a linear equation and integration is a linear operation.
(17) is the solution for a half plane source at z = h.
(17) _ .- --
The equation describing a strip source with a one edge at x = -b
and the other edge at x = +b is obtained by combining solutions of half
plane sources as shown in (18).
(18) 
- '
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The solution, g, on a plane at height h above the strip is (19).
(19) -s- 
-g
For the case of a cliff, the assumed configuration is that of a
uniform density contrast of thickness h, for x greater than zero and
a density contrast of zero elsewhere.
The solution is obtained by considering the vertical component
of gravity at height z above a half plane element of density s and
thickness dz. The elements are integrated from z = o to z = h.
The solution for a cliff source is given by (20).
(20) o 
-,
The first term is recognized as the solution for the half plane,
for which all the mass is concentrated at the base of the cliff. The
second term is the correction which accounts for the mass being distri-
buted evenly between z = h and z = o.
Directly over the cliff the logarithmic term goes to zero and also
at infinity this term goes to zero. In addition, it is an odd function
with infinite slope at z = o.
The slope of the anomaly over the source is given by equation (21).
This corresponds to the field from a vertical wall of depth h place at
x = 0.
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(21)
kdg
In the limit as s~oo, and h = o; w = sh, and is finite; and
reduces to an impulse function. Since the derivative of a step
function is an impulse, this is to be expected.
5.2 Property of Fields Described by Separable Products
Consider special cases of two dimensional fields, g (x, y),
which are separable products. Since the spectra of the fields are also
separable products, the fields may be convolved with a source function
which is a separable product, and each variable integrated independently
of the other. Let the function g (x, y) be a thin profile in the x
direction multiplied by an impulse at yo in the y direction. The
spectrum of such a function is given by (22).
(22) A,
The function g (x, y) has cylindrical symmetry in the y direction.
The profile g (x) is the same at any arbitrary value of y. The spectrum
of g (x, y) is given by (23).
(23) ( (Al, A) = r'O) LOe
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The function g (x, y) is a separable product of functions in x and
y; g (x, y) = g1(x) g2(y). The spectrum also is a separable product as
by (24). The same theorem may be applied to sums of separable products
as shown by (24 a).
(24) G ( 
-) = G G.
(24a) AA -(
The above equations indicate the usefulness of obtaining an opera-
tor which is a separable product. Potential operators corresponding to
various rectangular shapes are not separable products. It can be shown,
however, that the solution for such rectangular shaped blocks reduce to
separable products along an edge where the field varies mos t rapidly.
Approximating the operator by such separable products and using the
relationship given by (24) and (24a), the two-dimensional integration
process is reduced to one-dimensional integrations, or the sum of the
product of the one-dimensional integrations, as shown by (24) or
(24a).
5.3 Two Dimensional Solutions for Bodies of Rectangular Cross section
and Approximations
In building up more complex shapes of rectangular cross-section,
it is useful to obtain two dimensional solutions for finite elements
from which complex rectangular shapes can be built up. By using strips
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which are one grid spacing wide, of depth h, and variable width, one can
build up a sufficiently complex shape to approximate something like an
irregular mountain glacier with meandering sides and tributaries. In
order to develop source function with which to generate the field of an
irregular wall corresponding to one side of the glacier, the solution
for a rectangular box of given density is obtained.
The following equation is for the vertical component of gravity
on the plane, z = o of a trench of width 2a, thickness h, extending
from y = o to y infinite. Within these ranges the volume density is s,
and elsewhere the volume density is zero.
. 0
(2 5) (~o)
-- 0
Since the density is constant over the range of integration and
zero elsewhere, the above convolution integral may be transformed into
*
an ordinary integral and solved
By referring to equation (26), in the Appendix, one notes that
along the edge y = o on the plane z = o, the solution degenerates into
one-half times the one-dimensional solution for a rectangular trench.
An asymptotic two-dimensional approximation which is a separable pro-
duct and reduces to the correct solution along y = o is used. One is
most concerned with the behavior of the function near the edge y = o
where the field varies most rapidly. Also, the behavior of the
asymptotic solution is observed to be proper as y->t OO , and in
other extreme limits. The expression for the solution which is
*
Appendix, Equation (26).
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asymptotic at y = o on z = o is given by g in (27).
(27) g (oY ) to g -J . (o, a)foeuin2)n
I + 6L) +
a___ Ar +Ic-a.
(X-,-C4 ~Y) rL i* 9 ,t~T~
Comparing g 1 (o, a, o) to g (o. a, o) from equation (26) in the
apprendix, an error of approximately 5% relative to h was obtained,
for the case where a = h.
5.4 Approximate Equations Describing an Irregularly Trending Trench
of Rectangular Cross Section
If (27) is used to calculate the field everywhere, the response
from a narrow element 2b wide can be replaced by the response of a wall
infinitesimaly wide. The operator is obtained by replacing, in (27),
the expression for the cliff at y = o, by the expression for a wall at
y = yo, given by (21). The solution for the cross-section slice with
one edge at a (y0) and the other at b (y0) may be integrated or numeri-
cally summed over yo.
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Figure 1.
(28)
0) ~ 2( ' +
. +4 -'o)?
It may be observed that (28) is in the form of a one-dimensional
convolution operator if the function on the left side is set equal to
S (x, y ) and x is held constant.
It can be noted that the effect of the operator corresponding to
the solution for a slice is given by log (1 + -g), and is down to less
y
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than 10% of the peak value when y,-3 h. If the grid spacing is
about 1 h, then only about 12 coefficients are all that is needed to
adequately represent the operator. This convolution property intro-
duces considerable efficiency in the calculation.
The following equation solves for the change in G due to pertur-
bations of a wall of the trench as shown in Figure 2. This utilizes
the approximation in the vicinity of the wall where it is asymptotic
to the exact solution.
Figure 2.
(29)
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The element shown of Figure 2 represents a slice which contributes
to the gravity observed at some position along the trench. Equation
(29) expresses the sum total of such contributions where 4x(y 0 ) repre-
sents the displacement of the vertical edge from a mean position, the
function cg (yo) represents the contribution to the measurement of g of
a displaced edge at y0 of the cliff, and the function of W(y-yo)
the weighting function for the contribution of neighboring displace-
ments & x (yo) to Ag (y ). If the mean position of the displacement
, x (y0) is taken as zero for each profile, then the value of
6 g (y) computed in (29) is the gravity correction due to the observed
displacements of the vertical wall from the wall location of the
profile considered. &g (y) is computed and a corresponding value of
A x (y0) is added to observed values of the location of the edge.
This is done in order to obtain values for the location of the sides
of the trench used to compute the approximate gravity profile. This
form is particularly useful when the estimate of the shape profile
must be based on one or several gravity profiles over an irregular
trench, the traces of the cliffs are given for each profile. Gravity
measurements need not be equally spaced and may be confined to an area
which samples only part of the anomaly.
The sequence of operations described for geometries of rectangu-
lar cross section can be generalized to include approximations to
cross-section shapes other than the rectangular shape ccnsidered.
The cross- section which one uses in a practical calculation should,
of course, be such that subsequent approximate perturbations are small.
For example, if one were to assume a parabolic cross section instead of
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a rectangular cross section, the functions used in the preceding
analysis would be replaced by a new set of functions which are derived
from closer approximations to the cross-section shape of the body.
As such, the subsequent corrections necessary to fit the model to the
data are reduced, and geologic knowledge about the shape is used to
improve the interpretation.
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APPENDIX
The following equation is for the vertical component of gravity
on the plane, z = o of a trench of width 2a, thickness h, extending
from y = o to y infinite. Within these ranges, the volume density
is s; and elsewhere the volume density is zero.
+aL 0
OgNT0 )4 i -A..- C: *k*
-+o 2-iTr r
-4a. -A-- 0
Since the density is constant over the range of integration and
zero elsewhere, the above convolution integral may be transformed into
an ordinary integral.
Let A -= ~) - ' o
cR AL-4o = -d 00x0CO
The limits for the transformed integral:
When -c&L X + cU x -_c A i A +
-- 0 AA&' O j %&tJ-
-4 el________
X+a,. vft 0
may be integrated with respect to z0 and u directly from integral
tables.
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The problem is then put into a form where the final solution
depends on the integration of
The integral in u is transformed into an integral by the following
transformations:
Integrating by parts and substituting
-
I +
The integral is put into a form in which one can use integration
by partial fractions to obtain a final solution. The complete solution
is:
(26) X)-XO.''6L() x~~
c(~~ L*4I1l ~ c ~ )j
I~-ccI
hd1-c~~I
I/
1AF
[(YL+CL)
x +
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In order to obtain the solution f±or an element with edges at
y = b, and y = b2 , equation (25) is transformed by
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SIMULATION OF DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS FROM GRAVITATIONAL DATA
WITH APPLICATION TO MAPPING A GLACIER
1.0 INTRODUCTION
A general method is followed in obtaining numerical solu-
tions for boundary values, which can be expressed as a linear
convolution of a given field considered the source. Problems
connected with obtaining accurate solutions are considered for
both the forward and inverse solution of a convolution type inte-
gral equation. Uniqueness is described in general terms and dis-
cussed for gravity. Although no unique solution can be said to
exist, the non-uniqueness could be substantially reduced by apply-
ing a regional correction. In this case, the low frequency behav-
ior of the solution must be considered inaecurate, but more high
frequency detail could conceivably be added to a regional map.
The method followed is to impose a model for the general shape of
a bed. The model is specified so as to yield the observed values
of gravity measured over the glacier. Subject to the conditions
implied by the model, only one solution can be obtained which
satisfies the field. The problem is therefor reduced to whether
or not a solution, subject to the constraints imposed by the model
can exist. Some tests are derived for examining the output of a
numbrical operation to see if it is physically compatable with the
initial observed field. Some criteria for stability of the numeri-
cal output is obtained. Convolution equations are derived from
potential theory. By use of the Fourier or Hankel transforms, the
spectrum of the wavelets corresponding to these operators -are
derived. By use of finite Fourier series, discrete spectrum match-
ing the above analytical spectrum at equally spaced frequencies,
up to a high frequency cutoff, can be used to derive a set of coef-
ficients. The set of Fourier coeffecients thus obtained, represent
a finite convolution operator, which matches the operator spectrum.
The above operations involving two dimensional Fourier series ana-
lysis and convolution are reduced to matrix equations, from which
programs for the digital computer could be readily written.
II
Criteria for evaluating the loss of precision in the output
from the operator spectrum is derived. Linear and non-linear
smoothing techniques are discussed for preserving the precision of
the numerical output. In using smoothing operators, one essentially
forces solutions for the imposed model to exist. The acceptability
of smoothing operators will be discussed from the point of view of
the distortion they put into a solution, and the resulting diffi-
culties in interpretation which are introduced.
Criteria will be adopted which seems reasonably suitable for
the design of an operator for generating the thickness of a glacier
from values of the residual field.
Curve fitting techniques are devised for obtaining an approxi-
mate map of the glacier, for cases in which the data is confined
to only part of the glacier. These methods are followed in obtain-
ing a map of the Salmon Glacier in British Columbia.
The problem of mapping the thickness of a glacier using gra-
vity data is considered, The general approach followed is to derive
mathematically a convolution operator which generates the gravita-
tional potential from a map of the thickness of a bed of given den-
sity contrast. This operator will enable an interpreter to be giv-
en a bed of arbitrary shape and compute its contribution to the
gravitational field, or the inverse operation, provided that an ade-
quate operator consisting of a finite number of coefficients can
be found. This operator will perhaps enable one to correct more
accurately the effect on the gravitational field of topographie
irregularities and known geological features.
The technique followed in obtaining coefficient sets to be
used as digital convolution operators is that given by William
Dean 1. Dean shows that operations such as second derivative, smooth-
ing, etc., are analogous to the filtering action of electric circuits.
The principal difference is simply that geophysical filter functions
act on two space variables , x and y (for infinite half space prob-
lems), whereas electrical filters act on one variable, time. Given
the frequency response of a given operation such as analytic conti-
nuation, second derivative, etc., the problem is to express
that frequency response function Y (u,v) in a double Fourier
series, which is truncated at an upper frequency out off deter-
mined from the "grid spacing of the data.
L L
(1) Y= A Cos( N)Co M) C'
MX moo nwo
Amn'is th coefficient set desired and simply is that set of
Fourier coeffiients which matches the spectrum Y (u,v) ip to the
Inigh frequency cutoff n/&C. Since &sAnd M are integers, higher
frequencies, which are cutoff after u/X, are simply Fourier com-
iozents which are zero at the evenly spaced grid points. This, of
course, means that the frequency resolution corresponding to a
grid is limited to frequencies lower than the lowest frequency
which is zero at each grid point.
CM and C" are Cristobel numbers. These are simply weighting
coefficients, which place the constraint that the truncated series
of orthogonal functions, such as the Fourier series given by (1),
is area preserving. That is, the numerical integration process
indicated by the sumation is forced to yield the same area as the
equivalent integration. The Cristobel numbers in the case of
Fourier series are given in mathematical literature .
(2) 0M 2 1/2, 1, ... 1, 1/2
Putting in these values for the Cristobel numbers, the fomula
given by (1) reduces to the formula for trigonemetric interpola-
tion of Fourier series.
12. A general method is followed in obtaining coefficients which
may be applied to problas of mapping, such as derivatives, ana-
lytic continuation, smoothing, mapping of shapes, etc. The first
step in the method is to express the desired operation mathemati-
cally, either as a frequency response or a space convolution opera-
tor. The next step is to solve for the Fourier transfor of the
space operator, or, if syitnetry considerations may be introduced,
solve an appropriate integral transfonm. Then, following the
scheme previously shown, a set of coefficients may be obtained.
This represents a "good approxzimation" to the specified opera-
tion because the Fourier series represented by the coefficient
set matches the freqaency Y (u,v). Y (u,v) is matched at equally
spaced points determined from the interval a/I&, where L deter-
mines the ntzber of coefficients used and X is the grid spacing.
L.3 The behavior of the Fourier Series between the matched fre-
quencies given by the n/IW interval, will to a large extent
determine the low frequency distortions which are introduced into
a solution obtained using the coefficients. As the interval
Au M n/LX is reduced, then, so correspondingly is this source
of error in the output. This may be accomplished in several
ways. The simplest means is to increase L, the number of coeffi-
cients used in the operator. The two limitations imposed in this
attack is that the number of multiplications involved in the compu-
tation of a single point goes up s L2 , so that, a time of compu-
tation limitation is imposed, especially if the computation is
done by hand or by electronic computers of moderate speed. The
other limitation is the area coxvere by an operator consisting of
( 2 L + 1)2 coefficients. Ordinarily, measurements are made over
a limited area and mapped on a rectangular grid of fixed spacing.
As L is taken larger the mount of area lost along the boundaries
of the map =ay be significent enough to limit the number of coeffi-
cients which may be used, or, more exactly, the area of the opera-
tor ased must be limited.
In the case of operators whose spectrum are monotonically
decreasing with increasing frequency, the output of such operators
may contain large low frequency distortions of the type previtoualy
described. This is especially true of the corresponding space opfl-
ator, which is also a monotonically decreasing function, and which
converges slowly with distance. This can be seen from considering
the operator which describes the response of a Newtonian potential 1/r.
As 1/r falls off quite slowly with displacement, especially if 7
in r - (a + + Z2)1/2 is large, it is plausible that a large
coefficient set will be needed to adequately describe the be-
havior of this operator. If a small operator is derived by using
a small value of L, the low frequency distortion caused by mis-
mateh of the Fourier series to the Fourier transform, may cause
distortes Ies to occur on the map of the potential.
The function 1/ r is useful in illustrating another point.
That is, the problem of knowiig at least, approadmtely, how the
coefficient set corresponding to a 4iven frequency response is
going to behave. The following Table I illustrates some interest-
ing things about the behavior of operators.
TA3TE I
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Just as monotonically decreasing operators may require
large operators to adequately eonxerge to a solution when applied
to a field of data, it can be shown that inverse operators may
converge to a solution with an operator covering a small area.
In such operators, the problem of the quality of the solution
is samewhat different. The dezree to which precision can be
preserved in the output of such operators, will largely determine
the limits to which they may be employed. As for such operators,
high frequency distortions will be limiting factors in their use-
fulness. Another disturbing feature about the inverse operators
whose spectriws increase monotonicelly is that low frequency dis-
tortion, yielding false anamoUes, may be caused by slow conyver-
gence of the coefficients. A large namber of operators and their
inverses fall into these two categories in problems of potential
theory.
1.4 A good deal of attention has been given to various smoothing
operators which have been used in attempts to preserve the quality
of output, especially of inverse operators. If the output of an
operation is used in an empirical fashion, such operators are use-
ful only to the extent that they help an interpreter, interpret
his maps. For example, if he prefers using a smoothed second deri-
vrative map, it may be better for his purpose, because errors rep-
resenting a high frequency component in the data are reduced in
intensity relative to anamolies he is interested in. The anamo-
lies of interest may be distorted in a minor way. Ultimately, it
depends on what operator beat increases the signal to noise ratio
of anmolies which may be correlated with a certain type of geology
and/or best suppresses components which cannot be correlated with
geology. Design of operators for such interpretation would appear
to be purely an art. On the other hand, in problems such as that
being considered here, the design of the operator is specified,
exactly by the physical operation for which it was Ceri ed. In
such cases, linear smoothing operators cannot be used indiscrimi-
:tely as their frequency response distorts the operator as well
Us suppresses error. The effective use of smoothing functions
depenis princIpaly on beint able to estimate how such distortion
vifl affect the final interpretation.
In addit ion, deriving an operator for the problem of sapping
a glacier, suitable operators muAst be derived for obtaining oorre-
tions for topography and regional geology. The problem of topo.
graphy is simplified by the tact that the operator used to subtract
out of the solution the effect of topovaphy is similar to that o
derived for mapping the shape of tae glacier, except that both the
thikness and the averae density ay be varied as functions of x
and y. The ease of regional geolo'g is a much more difficult and
basic consideration.
As the ice rock interface is irregular and of density contrast
large comixpared to underlying rock interfaces, it seem reasonable
that the princiyal contribution to an aoly in the earth's gravy-
tational field over the glacier is Aue to the irregularity of the
surface between the ICe and underlying rocks, Although rock inter-
faces below the 4-lacier have not more than one third to one half
the density contrast and are probably no more irregular than the
rock ice interface, it is easily oonceivable that a large nuzber
of aaller rendom contributions to the field from deeper surfaces
may cambine to produce a large erro win aterretation. In general,
however, the frequeney content of deeper rock interface contributions
to the field 4my be expected to be of lower frequency content. This
is shown by the frequ.ency response of the vertical force frcm a
point source at depth z:
1/Z
Y (t4v)0 JJ !L cL 014 3 *t L s(u 2+v
Sonsidering a particular frequency, %W. (U2 + v ) l -fo sa
measure of the suppression of that frequency eomponent by burial
a, of the point charge. Thus, higher frequencies in the gravity
fIeld correspond more probably to shallower strong interfaces.
The regional correction takes this into account by correcting the
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field to be zero outside the known boundaries of the glacier.
After using the average anamoly over the glacier to estimate
the thickness, the expected field j from the ice may be esti-
mated so that the approximate field outside the boundaries of
the glacier may be computed.
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remaining K(N + 3)+1 fields. This is one way of loo1ing at the non-
Unquenes of Newtonian potential data, in general. The problem is parti-
cularly serious for gravitational potential problea. It is well known
Z-3 by camparing gravity profiles with knon geology ana toogah, that im-
portant contributions to the grvitational field rise fro mass distri-
buttions within the basameat and deep crust. The principal of isostasy
indicates that a stron interelationship nay exist between the load
ca'ried near the topy of the crust end adjustments in the mantle and deec
crust. Deviations Afr% isoetasy indicate that any such relationship
is too tenuous to be easily taken into acount. If defruation of the
crust is caused by pressure and stress fields set up within the mantle,
then to a first approxiMation, it can be shown that such fields ere nearly
filtered by the mediQ as Newtonian potentials.
If the defortation of the top anA bottam of the crust is taken as
proportional to the stresses tranmitted to them fra the mantle, then
there would be no obvious way of separating the shape of the top of the
crust and mantle interface using gravity d1t=s long as the initial
stress is maintained, when the stress field in the mantle is rela&
the load tistributed at the top of the crust will operate as negative
feedbask on the mantle or base of the crust. This could result in
approximate isostatic cOmpensation, ince neither of these cases are
odequate to explain the observed relationship batwen regional gravity
and surface structure, it would follow then that regional structure
would be difficult, indeed, to obtain from gravity data alone.
A, Azenlous features near the top of the crust, caused by exceeding
the strength of the crust might be detected. Althoug they might be
ascribed only with much low frequency uncertainty. The high frequency
content of way lnnou mesa distribution neer the surface could ossi-
bly be useful in sharpening up the maps of ouch features. This is pro-
viled that local interference of other anaaolous masses do not obscure
the connection of the. field to the presumd cncnolous mass. Regional
corrections are 4pplied to gravity maps for the pnrpose of eliminating
the unresolvable regional geological backgroun., In the ease of the
glacier, this can be done more effectively than is usually the case, as
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oq,4 ftimmTswo A ro4vmq.9o *q hem uoTsTovad ;o urg zo soo-c vlo=dd-a
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error of the output randen sequence will be less or more than the
input renm sequence, and may be estimated rather simply. In eva-
tuating the output of inverse operations, such as that of finding
( a careful estimate of the r.m.s. of the error due to nse-
rieal instability of the calculation is desirable. In addition, to
lack of a significant solution due to wplification of randes anpo-
nents, a solution also might not exist even if the data could be
obtained to any wuber of significant plees.
A.6 A simple ilbnstration of non-existance can be obtained by con.
sidering the problem of analytic continuation downwards at the earth's
gravitational field. Suppose we bury a point source at depth L and
compute the field g(x*y,o) fran that point source. The theorms of
analytic continuation downward is simply, by Green' a funation, a method
for obtaining the field closer to the source. This is done by opera.
ting on the field observed at a level further above the source. As
the solution is carried downwards, we are ideally mapping g(xy,L)
into g(x*y,Lz) or 2 into 4 4 s
{x + y + L [x' + y + (L -) )
for a single point source. As we proceed downward to the source, we
try to map g(xy,L) into a dire delta function. Clearly, only up
to this point, does the process describe a physical system. If carried
beyond this depth, the inverse operator is simply convolved with dirac
delta functions and is nmerically unstable. As the filter for eans-
lytic continuation downwards is a the varince of the wavelet on
a bounding surfaae is F
Lim 2 2(a-L)f
r-. 0  2 e fdf
Then the variance X, ideally increases without limit as z > L and any
solution attempted below saL should not be expected to be nunerically
stable. The concept of analytic continuation dowards is rather
useless unless sone consideration is given to the distribution of
sources. Any inverse operation could yield numerically useless re
sults unless strict attention is payed to the presence of singularities
within the region of continuation. This io to illustrate that conside-
rations of numerical stability and the existance of solutions is
more than an academic exercise in solving problems for numerical
inverse solutions .
62.7 The following necessary conditions, all based on Green's theorem
may be used to test the output of certain numerical operation for
physical compatability with the field from which it was derived. Consider
a distribution of point sources on one side of a plane of which values
of p and g may be obtained. The following well known theorem of Gauss
states that the number of lines crossing the plane is equal to 2sM
(7) _ E ! z = - 2 T7 I
s du . 1;
S is en open surface bounding the charge distribution frem free
space.
Consider the potential energy of n discrete particles m m2 .... m
The potential of this system of particles is
wher e ti-=\ i-f(Y; -i,) ?- -z; )
The function W represents the amount of work which must be done upon
the system in order to effect infinite dispersion of the sources. If
the particles form a continuous mass, the expression goes over into a
definite integral and may be ;educed to
Thiwmah i( lera) (a )87r V dy 09 4
This may be reduced to the integral over a surface by considering Green's
theorem
PA S dY a- a's + a. asr + At as d VaLx ax agdy x z
= a s d S
an
Then on a surface bounding sources but not including any.
W -- Ip op dS As = O
8 7r P7 5;t =p
If the sources are constrained to be below but only a finitetiUS-
tance from a given plane, enclosed within a finite volue, and another
plane is on the other side of the source distribution - o , then p
and U are zero over the boundary at - o. For this case, it follows
that
(9) *-- *
W _L- 5) (x, g) dx ag
4T-- ax
on a plane separating the charge distribution from free space. Since
the only constraint placed on p is that Ap = o then, p is a harmonic
function and the sane condition as given in (9) applied to the deriva-
tives, as they are also harmonic functions.
(10) y v -c..tJ L_(p) .__ (p)dx d5
4 7~ .x
(9) or (10) could be used to test for a physical coapatable solution for
analytic continuation of the field downwards in free space as the total
field energy., W must remain constant if the messes are stationary. As
can be described by harmonic functions, the same is true for continua-
tion in free space of the field of the derivatives. In practice, Gauss's
theorem given by (7) is not very helpful in testing the output of an
analytic continuation, or ay other operation as the zero frequency
component of both the inverse and forward operator are often the same.
Consequently, the area under the weighting function of the inverse would
be the same as under the forward operator and the test would fail. The
tests given by (9) and (10) could be effective as the variance of the
weighting of the continuation operator can be shown to increase exponenent-
ially as a singularity is passed.
Although (9) and (10) give fairly satisfactory basis for testing a
final map of the potential and various planes in free space, a more practi-
cal problem would be to find out where the singularities occur and remove
them. This would be sufficient to guarantee the existance of a compatable
solution.
2-1 The behavior which can be expected in a given inverse operation may
be obtained by considering the observed field as the contribution of N
discrete particles. Consider a part of a particular field examined as
due to a single point source placed at depth L . The frequency response
of a source corresponding to a density distribution may then be derived,
and examined for convergence as f; the frequency approaches infinity.
As an example, consider a special case of equation (5)
p,. (x,y, o) an Qzd . x. dy
Let: 18 =O i '= * ''
(11) = L cot4= 
flt5 ~~xisi ' L dxedSe}b (X y, O) , o '
.4 ~~ jx 
-xk.?'+ (Y-2.0)*
Multiplying both sides by ei(±( + Y integrating over x and y,
and using the following definitions:
0 ow
(x 6
p(x,Y) e
f(x,y) e
= , (At.V)l
,x fV
LI f cost
k fs0d
dxdy J.o (f t-) 2 1- Ci-
Lef P(4, ) P()
Pr 
F(a,v)
I effing
dxdy
dxgg
(ax f- Vq)
x F'e cos .s
hfa| Sun 5
(12)
xs' Le
- --- [xty 1
(13) (ft-) 2177- d- - -efa
(14)
-Spee-aln o4 ve pol/ .te-)
J.,(f-27e
3f(A~) Y
2.9 Inserting (13) and (14) into (12), one can solve for the spectrum
of the average density distribution which corresponds to a solution
for the field of a point source.
(15) - -C-e-') 5()ffA e-,o
/ --
If the source spectrum diverges as f- e- , z a proper solution
cannot be said to exist.
e*o if L, >al'*/- e~A~
As f -+ 0 the spectrum approaches -- , 4/dO$ f-+ athe spectrum
S(f) -- O ,bbpvsede I >0o
Therefore, a proper solution
can't be ruled out for any mass distribution not on the reference plane.
In practice, a solution may not always be obtained numerically, even
though it exists. If the value f , which corresponds to a solution
for the maximum of S (f) in (15) is greater than the high frequency
cutoff of the digital system, then an unstable oscillitory result might
be obtained. This is because the low frequency approximation to S ()
which the numerical method is matching, would appear to be monotonically
divergent. The following is a solution for f
e -Aof5(f) = * 1
dS e|- i- LjIr
/ -
Ex h-sne a /es a-e aAfions a ' ~
A particular case of interest is for L-+** and L determining
the position of the maximum in the expression f e
dS =e~ i [. =0o
(16) , =e /O7. 1 re~5(
L0
S/pa oAdn - / bes;t I d%.77 /0 A dive-es
n' > X _7,
(16) indicates that if point sources appear within about 1/3 of a grid
spacing from our reference plane, the numerical operation could well
became unstable. This might suggest that such shallow point sources
cannot lead to a proper solution.
A similar argument may be extended to the derivatives of a set of
discrete point sources. For the nth vertical derivative.
(17) j . #7,
L.
zo (14-tt )4dk L.A k
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3.o MATHDUNICAL DERIVATION OF OPERATORS USED IN IM THE SHAPE OF A BED
Convolution equations are derived from potential theory. By use
of the Fourier or Hankel transform, the corresponding operations are
represented by frequency spectrum. A finite Fourier series is used to
matjh the analytical spectrum at equally spaced frequencies up to a
high frequency cutoff. The high frequency cutoff is obtained from the
uniform grid spaoingsuch that contributions of higher frequencies do
not contribute to the value of the field at these grid points. The
finite set of coefficient obtained, represent the convolution operator
digitally. Convolution and Fourier transform operation for finite coat-
ficioat sets may be represented as vector and matrix equations, a form
frm which digital computer programs may be written to make the compu-
tations feasible.
Referring to equation (5)
p (x, y,Q9) = a 5 { 5 OA( X,y Z, dz, }dxJdy,
*o f(X-xf -9.t z4t y
3.1 If the gradients in density, given by the an' s , for n o are un-
known, the variation in density then only depends on x and y. The solu-
tion 4Orresponding to this case, was derived in equation (11); and is
repeated in more detail.
0ox~~) S~z kit {540t dxcyo
~- ~ ' &,. tEx -x,)'r4(,-9,)'rzoU
Notrj that in the integration, zo, a, (x0 , y0 ), A (x-x 0 )2 + (y- ),
and the limits LT (x0 , yo) and LB (x0 , yo) may be treated as parameters
so that the integration reduces to
Acdf = A ~' - s'. ]
t., ['8+t ] B B
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.3.1 The convolution then takes the form given in eqution (11),
substituting for A, L2 , L, and B the following'quantities:
A =00.,y.)
L = Li4L
B = (x-x.)"+ ()9-.)
4= L
L is the depth front a freference plane of the top of the bed,
AL is the
(i8)
thickness of the bed,
-- --
nh~' L -A I
K(X-xo)*(y-.) ]yz
-- 4sinh~' L_ dx. dy,
From (18) and the Faltung theorem7
dx dy(19))
- S/
whe*&e: P(4,v)
From (19)
(20)
7-px, y-)
so
)
(eAx+vy)
4qA* 015 06
s#d S(4v)= R'(x,9)e
~**~*
- sin-r L )e dxdy
(x~t") e
(S Inh2' 4
let: x =b cost
2 I-J7
* = 0 i
* 0 :~
a=ECos ..
v U i -
sen~'
E (q+.*v
- 1 . (e0s f Cas/4d 30.! it 0)
(41f \e d1J d
-a. .. r ~9Jsik k -+A L
-- o- * [x'+]*)
- I (1kt vy)
dxdy
F- 6 st
-i(ax+v y)
-(air ILy)
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3-3 Frm the theory of Bessel Functions:
2 T
e d = 27r (z)
0
OPtd ,,
(a) ) =27r si '..L J.(f dI
a
(21) is observed to be a zero order E&kel transfrm and serves
to rednee the omputation of a radially symetrin two dimensina Fourier
transform to a function of the single variable f, jndependent of the
frequeney angle. Frm the literature, many functions have been tabulated
for this transtorm5 ,
) ( -f(LA )) -4fL
(22) is the speetrum of the operator which may be used to generate
the potential contributed from a bed of thiekness 4L , depth L, and of
density at (xpy). Using this operator and following the method
outlined by W. C. Dean , a finite coeffieient set can be obtained from
(22) to generate p (x4y) from K (f).
(22) may be redueed further
(23) 1e4)
smppose that the potential p (zNy) is expended in a Fourier series:
-r(xvy)
&|2~~~~~t = .. }1,7 |
~zx Ax' a )' .A t
so t/Ot 
_r6p = (a vf) iAmh e
ax02,,
22
3 Thus, we obtain u and v2 for the spectr corresponding to the
second vertical derivative on a plane boundary, but not including
sources. A corresponding convolution operator may be derived from the
spectru u2 + ,2 as a low frequency approzimation. The coefficient
set is thus obtained, and may be convolved with gravity data to compute
the second vertical derivative. This is a radially symmetric operator,
as are all vertical derivatives. Since the mF-= vertical derivative
of the r th vertical derivative is the (n f- r) derivative, a general
th
expression for the n- vertical derivative mag be obtained frm the Fal-
tung theorem , considering the computation of the derivative as a con-
volution operation. Eaeh vertical derivative aust be radially symmetric.
00 *.
dz 23 (xI g) D - g-) P (X., y,) dx, dy,
D (x -,,y- D'(x,-x., y p (x., ) d4x.dy.drx,#,
By the Fq1/fii5 rheaobeh?
_4" - - x
D'(x-x.,-.) 5 D'(x,-x., !i,-2.)p(x.,y.)
du dy, dX, d, e dx41 = 4(rv)i(, v) * (v)
buf i1(qv)tsrL#L+ '
Ihef-efo!-e : V) (:r ) = - v
2 3
by inference, the same argument may be used to generate higher deriva-
thtives. The following expression is for the xrt vertical derivative
spectrum.
(24) V'Yv) (q tvit) = (-)
gz (xj, the vertical component of gravity is obtained as the
first vertical derivative of the potential. Thus, the operator which
is used to generate the potential, may be converted into the operator
which generates gz (zhy)by multiplication by f
G&.,v) = 35 g, (x,y) e~' "tVYdrey
(26)- en-V
(25) G(u,v) = e -0 ('!- A~# S (q,v)
( I6 C= (-A eu0 ('V) S&,v),
(25) is the operatorthich generates g (xy) fram a0, at depth L
corresponding to a (xy) the density, in a bed of thickness AL.(26) is
an expression for the mlZ± vertical derivative of gravity.
The following theorems related to problems of analytic continuation 9 ,
and camputation of radially symmetric operator spectrum , are extracted
from the literature.
3-6' In addition to the camputation of the potential f , from individual
point sources, volume sources, which are everywhere finite and continuous
functions of position; the potential obtained fram simple surfaces of
discontinuity are considered. The contribution of such sources can be
considered by solving for the potential of a disc of thickness n and
uniform density a and radius a.
0
p(o,o,z) 27rno5 i = 2rnj(a+z) -(z
oa 1,t L)j
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L
(a) (b)
Figure (a) illustrates the field obtained fran the disc. If in
the limit nao, a--om such that w a na is a finite surface density.
p(o,o,z) = 2 7Tw o [[ z -(z' ]J
a = -27TW z -z
8.z (ga)M3% (zz)kisrtm
For z u o, y w ftwa on both sides of the simple stratum; 21w,
above, and- 2xw below the simple stratum,
Generalizing the result, leads to the theorem which may also be
obtained from Green's theorem9.
When we cross a surface layer of sources (a simple stratum) of
strength w per unit area (eurface divergence), the potential changes
continuously, but the normal component of its gradient, i.e. 2 a -v ,
changes abruptly by the amount 4xw.
This theorem is of particular interest in the problems of analytic
continuation, as in the shape of a bed. Suppose that the density between
two levels is nearly known, the field is ecmputed and subtraated fran
observed values. Then, assuming that the mass between the two levels
has been removed, the field may be continued through free space down
to the lower level.
$x -Op = 217"w x 7a
5,Z~ 7 2 / 1 .T t
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gZ is proportional to the mass per unit areawhich must be added
or removed at the boundary corresponding to the lower level. Since
this is some distance from the observed field, it may be approximately
set equal to n, the thickness of a sall disc of radius, which must
be added at the boundary, where a is the density contrast at the boundary.
In this way, analytic continuation of ga, could 'ossibly serve to refine
the residual field,3left frcm any assumed or derived shape. The con-
vergence of such a correction, would be indicated by the reduction in
the variance of subqcnuent corrections.
3.6 Another useful generalization can be obtained by considering the
10derivation, in general, of operators with circular symmetry .
W(X, 9) W (axty ) W (k)
In this case, the filter frequency response Y (uv), will be a
function of only radial frequency variable Y ( u 2 + v 2 ) Y (M).
Y('u,v) W (tx+*-"1 2.) e -i y /)
SubAstifauh'ng
x.:rcost u=feos t {X
y : sintf = E in F -=(ur-v#
-( CU os t c(s- -s/ntnin.4)
- ' (6e dt d4)
2
*2 7
-16izdCos 4(l * 27TJ f (z)
Y (fa) Y(F) =
WO) ..
27T *
nr wo) J.(b)sb
Y(a) &) (uf) df
These are known as zero order Hankel Functions.
3.7 The rotational property of circular symetrie filters may be used
to reduce the double Fourier transform of such operators to a single
Fourier transfom.
Consider the direct transform in Cartesian co-ordinates.
O. .6
>VC W(x, 9)e -y
Both Y (uv) and W (x y) possess circular symnetry. We can calcu-
late the filter response along one direction and know that it vill have
the same solution along all other directions.
Y(itr) = )6 dx W (x,)e 4.* /
/ t = : 
~W
0~. Y&.'11 ) 5 e
- O.Coe(27)
(28)
Q~x) =W(,)4dy
n2r
As e
40
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Similar results may be obtained for the inverse transformation.
27T5 e_ _d 5)Jt
Left.g y =o :
kV(Xo) = e _L akd Y(u±V) ±v
co 2T-.. ..
0(U) Y (u,)dv , W (x,o) z . e d
(27) is interesting from the point of view of potential theory.
It states that the corresponding operator obtained in a given arbi-
trary direction, is the same as if the contribution of the operator
is integrated over a unit source in the direction normal to that con-
sidered. This corresponds to the two dimensional case with cylindri-
cal sysstry. It follows then,that the spectrum corresponding to two
dimensional potential operators are the same as the corresponding radi-
ally symetric operators in three dimensions.
This is an important result, as it implies that the solution for
a potential operator in the two dimensional case, which asstues cylin-
drical synetry, is all that is needed to obtain the spectrm of the
corresponding operator in three dimensions, provided that it is radi-
ally symetrie. Once the spectrum of the operation in three dimen-
siona -is obtained, A coefficient set may be derived4 so that the con-
volution operation may be performed on general boundary values.
The problem of reducing field equations to a form, whereby inte-
grals are replaced by finite products is needed, if numerical results
are to be obtained fran consideration of measured fields on a boundary.
Dean,eonsidering uniform grid spacings, used the criteria that the
finite operator should msbh the continuous operator spectrum up to a
high frequency cutoff, such that, higher frequencies do not contribute
to the value of the coefficients. The following argument was used to
derive the frequency response of a coefficient set. First, we derive
the frequency response of 'the delta function Wo (zy)
I X =!y =0
0 x 0 0 Ot
Y i~ W.(xy)e dx dy = 1
This is the case, as Wo (xy) just picks up the value of the measured
field and reproduces it as output. The effect of shifting Wo (xy)
to Wo (x-xo,y..yo)
/C
xX0 OP741 y =4O
KX. o 1y'P,
is obtained by considering the effect of shifting the general operator
f (x,y) to f (x-xo,y-yo).
g (Xv ~ xy e9 ty(J-,,9y) (!Idxd,
-- e---e
06@
x, +vy~,)C C-[ -e (-)
--- ---
e 11,v
*(Mar 0. 1q) -(xe. r,)dx 44 = ke*
-CC CC
2 8
y i/ 0
- / * 64 )r t- V, 9)
Wh70,4 W(-~-, 
-4e
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This states that the frequency response of delta fiation, piaced
at (xo,yo) is oe times a sinusoidal com et with freganls given
by zo and yo the displamen of the delta ftrtion , from the origin.
In genera, a disarete operator will consist of a nuber of suah campo-
nonts placed in n array of positions (y I ) with amplitudes Can.
If Y(u,v) E l
Pr ni
CMh e
&M f(uV-n)
were A is the grid epaing, corresponding to a squce samplin arrq.
Then Cn is the corresponding coefficient aet.
If, in solving for the oetfficients Can , trignatria Inter-
polation is substituted for integration, the fom used in equation (1)
is obtained. t ,
Y, ~CC( L A 4 Cn CO cos 7T Mr C/ Can7
(M) -=(o, ,...t) In z 7o A A
This series as ms quarter range ayatry and is appled to
radially symetric operatcrs. The corresposding high frequency cutoff
is /A ad the function is periodic, with respect to this frequemy.
The solution for the coefficients are obtained by a similar series
summation:
(29b) Cm r La
t t
m'4 r-
C = L
L ,,
yh r, ? ) Cos n lrN cosnff/
n 4Anftf
Y ( z k
As a cheek :
fot a (a, ,
Coo =/
3 0
These sanetion may be readily expressed conveniently as matrix
equations. The following definitions may be used to generate matrixes
used in the equations.
COSt
ThYptft
= Cos !"~rt C os
4.-.
- ~ir,2 (m]T005
L [<JF (L(~5§J9 &~
takes account of the Cristobel bnumbers for trigonometric interpolation,
and are acaplished by weighting the corners by 1/4, and the edges
of -the matrix by 1/2. The quarter range solution for the coefficients
is given by the following matrix equation, and is applicable to obtain
the rectangular array of coefficients corresponding to a given radially
synnetrie operator speetrum.
(o) C = C s - - 0s
A similar result is obtained for the ralf range coefficient set
in one dimension. If vectors are designated by script and two dimen,-
sional arrays by capital letters, the two dimensional solution is
given by (31)
(31) = C05. t
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4.eOPERffl STABILITY A) SHMOCTING
It is possible to examine an operator from the point of view of the
expected loss in the precision of the output, when the operator is used in
convolution with data. As finite Fourier series are used as approximate
expressions of an operator spectrum, the convergence of the coefficients will
affect tb orror introduced by the finite apprm ation. The area of the
operator which is truncated by a finite coefficient set will contribute in
the computation of a value, in proportion to the aaplitude of such neglect-
ed coefficients. This will depend on the rate at which the coefficient set
derived from the given operator spectrum convergence.
4.1 The interest of practical analysis in general convergence properties
of finite Fourier series, is in the possibility of representtng a fairly
large, but not too irregalar class of functions effectively, by a relatively
small ninber of harmonic components. Here it is no longer a question of
obtaining y - f (x) with an arbitrarily small error, but of approxinating
f (x) with a finite error, made as small as possible. The Fourier series
used, aorresponds to uniform swtpltng and converges in a finite area, uni-
formly well.
Rather than expending the fnct ton into a Fourier series and truneating
the series arbitrarily, the method of trigonometric interpolation was used
In so doing, we obtain en analytical expression in the form of a trigonometric
polynamial of lowest order, which fits the data exactly at equally spaced
discrete points, along the interval. The functional values between are fit
with certain accuracy. This accuracy is determined by the nature of the
function fitted and the breadth of the interval. The power of trigonometric
interpolation lies in the fact that with increasing n (the number of coeffi-
cients), the approximation y (x) approximates y (x) with ever diminishing
oscillations. For every function of bounded variation, the t rie
interpolation converges unliaitedly, to the given function y a f (x) at
every point of the given range, as the number of points matched, increases
to infinity. The errors introduced by trigonometric interpolation maintains
the same order of magnitude throughout the range in which the given curve is
fitted.
It is true that the truncated Fourier series is at ever? value a best
approximation in the sense of minimizing the average error by the method
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of least squares. Uowever, the average error in an interval is not
always the best ctiteri for gauging the approxlmation. It is of
interest to compare the error obtained in trigonmetrie interpolation
to that obtained by approximtion by a truncated Fourier series with
the same n=ber of terms,
4.1 In computing Fourier ccmponents by Fourier series analysis, no
account is taken of the higher hscmies ignored when the series is
truncated. Tr Ig1M1Ati1 interpolation, however, is sensitive to these
higher harmonics by converting them into lover frequencies. This is
done by forcing the contribution of the higher frequencies to be zero
at the equally spaced n points in the interval where the function is
sampled. The error in the interpolation process is of the form:
E,,-) = sly, (ny) Mix)
because the error is zero at the zero's of sin(n x). The following trigo-
nametric identities shown how higher frequencies ( n + k) are converted
into lover frequencies (n-k) at all the data points with full amplitude
and zero phas shift in the case of the cosine series.
C-os ptfl) V- Cos (4-f ) Y -z 2SiiwIC) 5I4(nX
Sin (MY)z 0
.S C+)X=C.5(-l)(
This property of trigonanstric series shows that coefficients
obtained by honic analysis are superior to those obtained by interpo-
lation if we vant the true harcone spectrum, uncontaminated by higher
frequencies. If, however, as is trae in our ease, we simply wish to
apr Sme f (z) by a harmonic series with as few terms as possible,
trigonometric interpolation could be of sa advantage.
One of the advanteges of trigonetria interpolation is the replace-
ment of usually inaccessible definite integrauls with easily calaulated
sunations. Also, the validity of trigoncwtrie interpolation may be
extended to a class of function far beyond the class of absolutely inte-
grable functions needed for harmonic analysis. The series liffar fram
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Fourier series in the maner of approximation, but not in the degree of
accuracy which is of not absolute, but arbitrarily close type in all
cases in which the series converges at all.
4.4 Trigonametri interpolation aan be shown to be a special case of inter-
polation with or+.gtan functions. The general problem of orthogonal expan-
sions with descreet data =q be form ated as follows . Let a function
y a f (x) be given at discrete )ointa x a z as tanctional values yk. Also,
let the function y be approxi mted by a set of orthogonal functions pk (x)
> iC; p(x) (i= , 2, -- --m)
The nuber of functions m we eAal to or less than the mber of ordi-
notes fitted by the funCtions. Generally, . The sis of the square
of the errors given by
Krl
ZEk-
kel
Co cp
.Z C=(.)
As the functions are orthogonal
p; (xi ) p' (x)
C- Y*kN2g~k
"i 
.~
Nlk
Nk
01
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If we asae that Na = 1 the functions are orthono land the
computation is siplified. For an ort aset
C + + C
and the su of the square of the residuals are:
iciI I > c
For nonwnormalised functions, the 0 's are weighted by the corres-
ponding N in the above caleultions. If the tznotions p is complex,
is replaced by Pk. p , the coaIugate Product. 0 k 'a obtain4 by prow
jecting yI (i * l2,...,) on the conjugate of ph (ti) (i a 12,...,M).
As yet, nothing h"a been said conierAins the spacing of the Y '6.
Let us asse that a functions are to be used in the orthogonal series
appexination. Next suppose that the roots of the next highest fune-
tion wre used to determine positions of 1, where y is sanped. It
follows then, that this next highest function which is out off in the
series, does not contribute to the values of Y at these positions. It
is often the case with orthogonal functions the set of zeroes of the
next higher funation are displaced only slightly from the previous
functions zero's, so that the contribution of this sean function cutt
off in the series may not be preat. This criteria is sometimes used in
determining an optima set of 2 's for sampling an interval for compa-
ting coefficients by the suasbtions indicated for finite OrthoG
fanation serieS apPeMZMations, suh that the contribution of the neg-
lected highr order functions are minimal. Also, corres to
various functions, Cristobel nubers may setimes be derived which
make the stamations area preSerVing with integration.
In the case of trignoetrio funtions, the speing X is uniforam,
and higher frequencies do not contribute to the solution of yk as has
been shown.
ItO j.l cci
for trigonoetrie interpolation, so that the solution is exact st, but
only at the evenly speaed X 's. All of the low frequency distortion
occurs between X It and as has been pointed out the error is of the fz S
3 5
E, (x ) in (nx) u (x)
Y.S For sufficiently regular functions, the variance of the residual field
xS .n- 
2L
0
is reduced by increasing m, the umber of functions used in the orthogo-
nal approximation, y (x) y (x). X2 may be estimated by computing
the trigonometric series approximation midway between the X I's, and
subtracting frcm the known function fitted.
'.. As a means of estimating the variance of low frequency distortion
introduced by a finite Fourier series obtained by trigonometric interpo-
lation, which is substituted for a known frequency response F (u).
N-I
C u) ([(ax)] +- CS [(Nx)U
+r1 4 22 ',I AX AX)
rx
W() Sil (nAX) u] duF =) FLus [(7 AX)M] du 
Tr 2
2Xx F (a) sin' (1,AX)d -
0
4%dx
W, F(u) d"
(32) X 2Ax F(u)fsin't k)u. - .7r a 2
In the limit as n+-, -- o. If the spectral function F (u) is
known, and the number of coefficients are known, (3)) may be used to
compute the variance of the residual coefficients. These may be consi-
dered the coefficients which generate the low frequency errors in the
map. The percentage error ma be estimated as follows:
(33) ( O NA 2
F(u) F(u) du
These maq flxm the basis for properly selecting a contour
interval for the resulting map; or similarly for a curve, the interval
ouch that ne point anman should be ignored.
14-1 When eadning a field problm, analytically, one usually assumes
the existence of funetons, which describe the field of interest. In
practie, hoever, the field is sampled in saw an with an instru-
ment. For #amp1e the field may be observed as values &iven on an
evenly ea.ed rectanula grid. The field which then may be estimated
by aontourmappin is a low frequency approxatizo. The high frequency
cutoff is dependent on the grid spacing between sapled points due to
the fact that one eacnt tell anything about the frequency content of
the field which occurs between the grid spacings. Such variations
are observed as rarda e error occurring at each point of observation.
By contourig, it is possible to represent the field , effectively, on
a much closer grid speains. This, then, would amount to passing the ana-
lytic field through a black box, which is substantially £lfiat, low
frequency band pass filter. The purpose of contouring tam this point
of view would be to reresent this low frequenay apprentaim to the
field, in such a manner, that the field observed is independent of the
arbitrary orientation of the grid. For exampl, the field could be
measured n times with the grid trnlated or rotated into different
positions, and the ontours mapped each time so as to satisfy each obser-
ation, esetly. If a capgite map were then costruoted trac an average
of each one of the above maps, the residual map for each case would sub-
stantially consist of local anocolies, the breadth of which would be less
than one grid spacing.
ONO",
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Int ontuWia a Sap froa a single set of dta measuredon a rega-.
lrly spead gri4 one tries to estimate what the field would be iae.
Penaastly of the amtitrary orientation of the gri pattern. On locates
Imen **, WOe s saddls tA ougha, ete., betaen the points of
observation, ot inuistng on exactof the vea
each point. Providd the residuals to this "averagin ;roess", re
localMZA to single statina, the womes cn be justified on the basis
of the above eoasiderations.
The dgree to whieh the obaerved field a easued by Instruata,
can reiresent the anal4tcal ftwtion assued to exist is also limited
by the resoation paer of the instruseat, and the noise bangrund of
the field dpe to the renda distribution of Aallow wah prmeter *on-
trasts, In either *ase, only a limited awbr of de*ma places or
Wiited reetston oan be carried In the observations of the field at
eadh statio, That partion of the feld observed which mq be said to
be uwelated to the field at statian ow be exresed as
sk (x,y o). The p0er speAtrum of this aesting of ran-
daniy dstribUed dirae delta f taon ean be considered to be that of
white 3dbt, or a fCat frenay response,
4.2 For the avolabim operationso the opatIons on diz-
arete obfrvatins  a field often utilize a finite set of ooffi-
clents. If the speetrum of the analytma aparation emn be obtained,
a set of Olents ovn be derived as PrevIOmasoln. If the set
of enefficisaba "an fiand In the enVsation of everj ypoin, the
operation is tsto. If the operator coefficients very ft point to
point over the fle14 atn have tc be reconputed Wore east convolution,
the *ovoution is mn-lnear. In the case of nont- om r *at=rr, it
is posibIs, but not alway neessarily so, that the operabar stability
anrhence, the limits of ;recision obtainable, mqW vary fra point to
point over the field.
The woblam of operator stabilty ean be form A in teas of the
coefficient set with speetrm F (a), convolved into the rsnA field
9k (xIy ,o ) bitgs thefie1d g (x,,yo) whidhkas been assumed to exist.
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The principal may be treteti Me simply by censidering the two-
dimensional ease.
.4(x ) = {9(2)+g(.]k(k-. x
L et :
-nuSx dx
S (a ) = 4 Wx e X
By the Faltung thecra, the Fourier transform of the output of a
convolation operation is the product of the Fourier transform of the
convolution operator tIms the Fourier transform of the fanetion oper-,
ated on. The above definitions we the respective Fourier transform
pwovidod that each can be rejresented as a periodic tuation. This can
be done, in this case, if we consider ax (x) to be a dire delta fun.-
tion; C (x) o S (x). k (x) vill be assumed to be the rn'mal deriva.
tive of the potential t/Alog (i') -/I(z) is
considered the normal fore frsu a source at depth L, twre, L > AX.
Where the depth of burial is imuch greater than a grid apecing, so that
the fielk is observed over many stations. This is the ease of analytic
continuation in free space.
S (u) = f G (u) + C, (,,)I3W a
3 9For analytic onttatton upwards to the pin zsh
(35)
(a) S() e + e
For analytic contimnation dovwards to the plane so 4h
- LJ14fl(a) G~u) =e
(36) 1<hi1q1
(4) K~i) -e
(c) Gj(a) = I
(4) S (u) = e -~ ~/"' + e
Zn each case, 8 (6) can be di~vided into two perts; 8g (u) ati
8 (ia) avepnngto the response to the deeper source an4 the
rsonse to rents perts of the field, vhieh dtrh the limit of
vracision, possible in the mesenan*. In the ease of snaltio
@outiuatian upwrs, the error is amnhdby the gitreh *
which indiesbes that mre significant pienes wiil be rentin the
outpxt thanr wre preset in the inpu. In the case of analytic con-
timtio donsees(l03d),thte nersof coatimnttion upwwda, the r
rednerror is amliid so that fever stgificaunt pla1 wtfl be
obtasnmd In the outpat than wee initialiy xreaenrt in the lnwzt.
Anoherfeeureof the inpxt operation is thzt if entliuation
dommesiis carrted pat zmet heea singuiarity is xresent, the
singurity vill propogate error in the eanmru as gk (x) on the
surface, further reduning the precision of the outpuzt.
4*' The preie of stability is readilyhan ftesptumf
the operabar ati the precision of the input is known. The r.a.s.
error, in the mauast naiuigiptib u ytn e
be enideedtorepesntthe amltude of a siglrty carrted in
the data. The power carried in the coefficent set used as the eon-
voiution oprtor will deemna the power cailietion of the opera-
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tor when convolved with a dirac delta function. This can be con-
sidered en upper limit, by the Schwartz inequality, in the power
generated in gk (x) by the convolution. The power carried in an
operator may be amputed from Tthe Fourier spectrum of the operator.
An expression for the power spectrum follows:
PQa) = f k(x)*(xX)d) e X
-.. -.-
0@
W(X) J k(x)A(x+X)dx
where W(X) is the autocorrelation function.
If X a 0
(3*) 5 0')d = k (xdx
These results may now be used to analyze the precision of an
operation,such as analytic continuation in free space.
4.9 1 In the case of analytic continuation downward, the r. m. s, error
is amplified ely, as follows: Let h a nx where n is the
number of grid spacings that the field is generated upwards fra the
surface of observation.
n?4x
A -w e du = 24+e - I7T *flX f 2T
0
At n a o, the amplification is 1 and decreases exponentially to
zero as n -- ** .
The case of analytic continuation upward, illustrates how the
amplification of randrm error can cause all the precision to be lost.
4 1
This is true in many other such inverse operations.
AX f -2 7AXL4
-8
[ -27r jdci ~
In the following table, n is the nmber of grid spacing that the
field is projected downwards. A is the amplification of the r. m. s.
error of the output, relative to input.
Table I
Continuation Upsard Continuation Downwsri
.16
.06
9 z10
3 x 10
Table I illustrates that in continuation upvar4, two d grid
spacings an extra place is pickup up in the output. For analytic
continuation downwards, if four significant places are in the out-
put, only one or two places can be expected in the output for conti-
nuation downwards one grid spacing; and none, for two grid spacings.
4.92 In addition to amplification of the randam component it is also
of interest to know how the wverage power of a proper solution increas-
es as a singularity is approached. In the two dimensional cate of a
single line source, the solution for the analytical function is as fol-
lows: Foi- (L-h)>o,
A 7 I/W
-.- C ,e -2(
c/h, ._L 'I I;- e =6
/-* U Z(L-h)
Fot (L -h ) YCO, A-* **
Fat L =h, A -- '
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For the analytic solution, the average power of the output is
zero, if L> h , that is the continuation is above the singularity,
The average power of the output is infinite if continuation has pro-
ceeded past a source; and is equal to ione if continuation has pro-
ceeded just up to the source. This suggests that the average power
about a maximm or minimum in the output of such a convolution opera-
tion could be indicative of whether or not a singularity has been
reached or passed. However, as has been previously shown, the finite
or infinite series solution is a low frequency approximation. The
corresponding behavior of the low frequency approximation follows:
7!7ix
A -
0.e
S -- 2(c -)r/dx
TT 2 (L-h) I 
Let n be a measure of the depth of continuation downwards, and
m a measure of the depth of burial of the point source in numbers of
grid spaings. A 112 (M-M)Tr i - e~0~)7
A , if m=n
A -M, >// t7
A- -01 i w
If A (z) were computed for various depths of continuation, then
A () 0 long as the field is well above a singularity is passed,
A (z) 1/2 m , (m > > n). As many source distributions are possible,
so that the amplitude as well as the strength of the singularity is
umiown; this does not give a clear-cut way of identifying the presence
of singularities -orresponding to such low frequency approximations.
A possible test for the presence of singularities, or the noise
generated by the passing of such singularities in an inverse filter, can
be suggested. The effect of inverse filtering is to localize aunolies
into a successively smller neighborhood. Suppose that the field is
contoured and values are read onto a fzier agrid,ufor eanpl"e, "one -
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with a grid spacing 1/gZX. Singularities should be separated by at
least AX from one another. Suppose we are, considering a point, which
has a maxoan or mintma in so direction. As continuation dowawerd
proeeds, the sign of neighboring values vill chwge on both sides of
the siglaity as it is appro
Such An agu1ent could possibly be used in the design of a non-
liner "h progran. Jbwever, the amount of work would seem to
be enoumu, even for high speed digital computer. It would appear
et this stage that the only non-linear srwothing worth doing is contour-
ing, in order to mae accurately locate , mniza, saddlesetc.
After such features are mapped, the grid spacing used may be reduced
considerable, keeping in mind that a low frequenay apprsmion to the
field is Implied. Mwy geological fields and features require in their
description only such a low frequency approzimation, anyW.
4-A3 Analytic eontimation has alsooften been represented by Taylor
Series in terms of a series of successively higher derivatives. The
frequeny response of any operation can also be expanded in a power
series of the frequency. As has been shown,higher powers of the fre-
quency are dual with higher vertical derivatives. Since such an opera-
tion ma be broken into additive parts in this wey, the errors involved
and stability of camputation of derivatives maybe pertinent in same
eases, in the derivation of a suitable operator,
The error analysis to this point has been in terms of one diman-
sional operators and spectrum. Since most operators derived will be two
dinensional radially symnetrie operators, the ecaputation of the average
power ar varian * is ended to this ease. The expression for a radial
wavelet and its corespding spectrum have been shown to be
YUJ 2 r wo-) J, f)
Wt) J fY() Y.( )
21Tr
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where W(r) is the radial wavelet and Y(f) is the spectrum of the
wavelet. W(r) is a transient function such that 27t W(,-) . d- <..
LI4q The antocorrelation function, since the function is radially sym-
metric, is equivalent to the convolution of the wavelet with itself.
The autocorrelation function is wavelet corresponding to the energy
density spectrum. -
9(R) =2Tr W .)W (t+R) kdi-
0
Applying the Faltung theorem, the energy density spectrum is obtained
from OW
G() = 27JR g(R) . (fR)dR
= Y )- Y(f)
Since the wavelet W(r) is radially symmetric, it does not matter in
which direction the wavelet is shifted in obtaining g(R), therefore, the
autocorrelation function is equivalent to convolving the wavelet with
itself.**
gl(R) S Y (#)J. (fR) fd4
6
The average energy is obtained by setting R = 0
000g(o) =2 IT W (e) dk L. y (;)2--f d4
The average power generated by a single wavelet of this class is
zero. Following Dean's treatment Y(f) is expanded into a finite Fourier
series up to the high frequency cutoff w/AM. Thus, the wavelet is
transformed into a periodic function so that Yc(f) = Yo(2nfo f), n
integer, and (O4fffo). This enables him to handle the normal spectrum
Y(f) and its divergent inverse 1/Y(f), both as periodic functions. The
corresponding wavelets are also periodic, but only the solution corres-.
ponding to a single period is used. This mounts to ignoring frequencies
above the given high frequency cutoff.
Instead of the energy density spectrum of the wavelet, for a low
frequency Fourier series, approximation, we are interested in the power
density spectrum of the periodic function Yc(f) = Y(f) (fOfo).
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£MI
P,2o = 25k ()dr Y )Ydf
are corresponding expressions for the average power or variance of
the periodic wavelet in two UxaensioCa for the radially symmtrio ease.
The problsa of nvthing is a complicated process. Unless some
form _of soothing is introduced into the system, it has been shown
that in mazy eases of inverse filtering, no accurate solution can be
expected, due to the instability of the operator. On the other hand,
if the data is asoothed and operated upon by a linear operator, the out-
put differs from that which the operator was designed to obtain. For
example, if the operator is designed to perform analytic continuation
downward in free space, and contimuation is carried dowmards more than
a single grid spacing, three or more significant places may be lost in
the precision of the output. If the data is soothed by a Gaussian dis-
tribution function, there may be just as much difficulty in interpreting
the output of such an operation as in interpreting the original data.
It would appear that any amoothing operator incorporated in the system,
should allow as much of an accurate low frequency response as is possible,
in such a mana as to have a sufficiently stable operator. The stabili-
ty criteria adopted, should of course. depend on the least number of signi-
ficant digits needed to interpret the output.
As has been previously discussed, one of the more valuable smoothing
techniques available to an interpreter is a contour map of the data which
is used as input into the system. This assures the interpreter that fea-
tures in the map are more accurately locsted, especially vben the breadth
such features involve only several grid spacings. The only way in which
this saoothing can be easily incorporated into the digital system, is to
be napped on a grid spacing, the fineness of which is at least several
times that of the mallest anoly one desires to map, in order that the
anoly is adequately sampled by the coefficients. In order to be objec-
tive, it is desirable to specify these aspects of a solution beforehand
and incorporate them in the design of the coefficient set. Experience in
Mapping indicates that it is more desirable to base an ancmoly on one
Grid spacing, as the ringing effect due to coefficient truncation, and
operator instability can create false anolies, even for a well designed
coefficient set.
As an exaple, let us specify that the breadth of an anmoly in our
output nap be based on at least three stations, so that the breadth of
the anoly is at least three times the grid width of the stations on
which our original map is based. The next thing we have to determine, is
how wide a significant anonwly in the input data must be in order to meet
these requirments. Then, in contouring the field map, anonlies lass
than this value can be swathed out as they cannt contribute a signifi-
cant anioly in the nap of our final output. This is probably the most
non-linear and effective smoothing device we have at our disposal.
A very effective linear amoothing operator can be employed and ftl-
lows from a principal of indeterminancy introduced into our solution by
the limits of resolution, possible when functions are approximated by
discrete coefficients on a fixed grid. In matching a discrete spectrum
to the analytic spectrum of the operation to be performed, we are trying
to obtain the output of the analytic operation at the finite nmber of
discrete points. In so doing, we have seen that the operation has been
reduced to an approximation by finite Fourier series. In a sense, we
are asking our finite operator to do an impossible task. This can be
illustrated well by a single example, which happens to be the one dis-
cussed by Dean in discussion of smoothing.
4-5' Suppose we are considering the continuation upwards into free space
of the vertical component of the potential in order to obtain the field
g. normal component of force, on the plane z a h. If the field is a
step tuntion at z i o, we have as has been shown, a step function in
the surface charge strength of a simple stratum. For the two dimension-
al case of cylindrical syztry, the solution for the field at z = h follows:
4-07
We see that in perfoming continuation downwards frou g (x,h) to g, (x,o),
we attempt to map the aretangent tnction into a step function. Clearly,
if the aretangent function is samped at equally spaced finite values of
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1, the jump in the step function source can occur anywhere between any
two grid positions. In such a case, it is useless to try to hftihfUlly
reproduce the step function. The function obtained by observation at
equally spaced grid stations follows:
If h = n x# where n is the height of the plane of continuation in number
of grid spacings:
T} - ± (0 () V- --
The step function is illustrated by Figure 1, which illustrates that the
jump in the step function may occur anywhere between a and b.
In performing the analytic continuation upwards, the operater was
approxmated by a finite Fourier series to generate an approximation to
tan - ( '> /L,) - From Figure 1, we see that we might just use sa
sort of average of /q / k + N between -x t 6 X / 2. as we can't resolve
the step function between a and b, anyway. The simplest average is:
Vn / Trf - h /-r
S + + I- x)'-+ ( - x
The solution >btained using this operator has interesting properties. As
the function represented by the discrete series isn't exactly known, the solu-
tion may be written, as follows:
Av~t
4 8
Figure 2 illustrates this solution and may be contrasted with that of
Figure 1.
a6a
2
Two half junps separated by a grid length are substituted for the step
function. Since the astiguatism introduced into the solution by the
splitting of spectral lines is within the limits of resolution of the
digital syste, it does not substantially reduce the quality of the out-
put. As was shown in equation (299), the effect of translation x on the
spectrm of an operator is to zfitiply the spectrum by et . In the
case of translating the operation by x a 1/2X. symnetrieally define
the following filter;:
F(jT/L) = cos (A 7 t(,,L)
S2,L /
Figure 3 illustrates the result functionally.
-- F(u) .--FM' FIg5. 3
-7.
Ak lax
As was shown by (28 ), potential operatcrs in two dimensions
(cylindrical symmetry) and three dimensions (radial symetry), have
identical spectral funations, or duality between u and f. Similarly,
for radially sysnnetric three dimensional operator.
F) = cosff = cosA /TUJA
2 L
i* j =t(, --- ,L)
It is seen fran Figure 3, that this operator will greatly increase
the stability of an operator whose spectrm is divergent, Referring to
equation 36, the average power in the operator used is shown to be con-
siderably reduced. This is shown in general, for the even operator Y(u).
A = 5 (Yu) cos e /2 u < 5 (t),
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This is perhas, one of the most effective linear fmoothing il-
ters vhich mqy be used in the design of a coefficient set. In general,
however, both i operators discussed vill be useful, but not
enough to garantee a stable output. The reaing problem in smoothing
is to allow the martis low frequency approximation to the solution.
Cutoff with step functions is avoided as this will introduce ringing into
a band of high frequenies, wich would be low enough to create false
arnlie in the output.
5oS.* CURVE FTiTD1 METHODS
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Figure 4
The normal derivative of the potential reduies to the surface
charge intensity of a simple stratum as the surface is approached. Assum-
ing two dimensional symetry, the solution for the vertical ecmponent
of gravity, where an impulse is placed on a plane at z a o, is
h/7r
* -+X
As the integral with respect to x of the impulse source is a step fune-
tion. Tibeespopan$g 1 of such a source is the integral with respect
to x of g , the response of an impulse source, This follows because the
equations are linear. The solution for g. is
SI / h + 
7r x
The equation describing a square wave source with a negative
step at x w-b and an equal positive step at x = +b is
4 = q1 (xf6) - 5, (x-b)
The solution,g, for this model on a plane at height h above the square
wave is
X _ b - fAnx -b)
7r-h h
5]
S.. In the case of the model for the mountain gsier, the desired
oonfigration is that of a unit= doesity contrast, of tbilness h.
For most ractical puroses, the width b of the glacter is known.
The effective thickness sagr vary-a frcn that calculated at a
given cross section, due to flactuation in the vidth and thi as of
the trench.
The desired solution may :te obtaind by essidering the vertical
eenponat of gravity at height x above an etat of deaaity a and
thickness As. The element is shown in figure 1. If the elmen is
first considered a step function in a simple stratau, the solution is
9 W (ta n' X )
If As is very asl eat is finite
dgt =tor>'_x d/zdy /z
and a solution for a treah of ice of conatant thicknas h is obtained
by integrating g frm z z o to a w h.
AA
if -~ t - dz
Let: avx xdq= -x dx X -x d
z ~iz
X4h
(38) t -_A_
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and w = .th
The first ta tie reognsed as the solution for a stpte strata,
that is for al the mas eneentratet at the ba of the trenh. The
seond tarm is the correction which seoamts for the nass being 4stri-
buted evenil, between z a h a z * o. The btwvior of the seSnd tem
at x a o, directly over the step, anY as z goes to infinity, ma be
by application of L'USopital's rule,
X /og ih)+ /j( .
taking the derivative of the or and enoa -
__ h-
x' xx(V X
-X J, h/x4 At {ei+(i)L )
The effect of logritbuic term on the aope of the crmal over the
source is 4iven by the following equation:
(39) _.9_ = _
dx 7r 2h x
= ±a, /o, (
th Ne // irritas t7 
-~~ -- k, y =12h
. =.3 w /" ' ' /01( T h.(-ok- |x \ > 0
Zr /T/ h--h 2h h
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Applying L'Hospital's rule
hw 2 f2 ( X -+[ %MXA 1
The solution for of the step funetion redars to an impulse
for I - o, wrein, all the Vsa is enentrated in the plan, -ao.
Sinse the derivative of a step fantion is an iMlse, this is to be
expeted.
E '+ The solution tar a step of infinite thisahnss of finite density
for finite z, is infinity, for infinitesimal density such that
w a shko. The oorresponding solution for the derivatives we infinity,
fr finite density and 4 for infinitesimal denity, a
as h goes to infinity and V a oft* The latter solution is equivalent
to a simple stratum, and een be obtained directly, by integrating over
a alit frhm h * a to h infinity. For finite values of x# the first
derivative of S is infinite at z a o for ay h between zero awl infinity.
Thus, the gravity anomaly is shown to have vertinal sides. It is inter-
eating to eansider the behavior of the secod derivative which follows;
(40) dj = .. p hA - h/x
-~~x T & x* 7r *-x
The secad derivative is an odd funcUon an& infinite as z = 0,
a zero aS X -+ c.
Referring to (40), the Fourier transfnom a be evau4aed as tolovs i
x4) cos Afx dx Qh/ )cos -exdxdxax L . -,
-h/lI
nhe t srnsf*cu of is of paer$u~w fnvt aitsV* T"
to an iMpase tiecand w i± thexseftft, tte ftutIo which it multi-
~Aied by the damaity or a~ vez'tioal eee of hel~t h wd Intp~ated
ove zp vUUW the &m*eity d tzilbuticm of the tr~h. ftis is smao
lgmto the tbxwei~ ovmtbcw$ with etnu io
fte F*Aier transf=w of a duct is tbe *mvoxt~m oa the
fomwiw t*#a&=fXRO the zmatipler wd =4tpcw Cm"
vrs*y, the Fouler trazisfom of a cc oution is the co=Jute grc-
duct st the ?owierw trmsf= or the tvo operatcos
Let ~:9 cos wx dx F(u)
Frm the abo" bg&mam
dx
itF '(a) +i F (a)
Lef F(u) / feh(d
PC"') __he Wee w ..ah
is the sourae in as yor =cit width Or the treueh. If the dmzsity
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m..s L a. ain 1.- a t ea raas. .. Ies. of ls~arn them
F(u) = _ - e
Cba ia snfl1y a4W to te ewnsp1o wSr wth mut
s .. , aa wa wmtoaaW *ra..a.
Ta $mr ease, S a ap aMily is asatlaS to a vary Ua-
it& m. .a sat h b aartemt ag q nf tOtg tebo
attas OW be aflet a aspt the fm e..m. ]A the -. of ths
asnesa ustar aI'Ss t atioa l 1Un.., aeee.ur, b.e....
the aesuwms - esCenub% aS er to ft f era estuu'a ttaflt,batI Se th La Ogv. Geom"
.1y. th ba et as ther .e. tr a&s.aa ames
ae w to a sA et th seste.
sr A at. s e wy sane sMt ens at ta.. A4amL-
4stertttle..t 6 (Xa), *Sa Mw b. trte - a go & as-n-
ar~en.. ia earsen ta ss@l$% at £ (iNr) ua
- i~e ea
Let: g(,9) = S(g) g~x)
--owy -isG v) 5 Sg)et dXsy x d
-dy
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The sPetrum of thin section W () is cylin driaigy symtrie in v.
Let: g(x,y) = (i)5(x)
() e c/ ytos
00
g 5(Y)e
-00
6 (y) G(a)
The apaetr of a funetton with eglindriwa qyntry in S is G(u)
at v a o, =n sex elosewhee. For a move genera
Let: g(x, y) q,(x)qg, (y)
-/MRdx
-0O - 4"
Vi9) e"'t
77 G, (w)
G(u)-
ALs 0
k-x ) C
(: oA Itr-)
- L (~?
.4 I.
(.)
4A ) C- ( A-
dy
- 06
- il/k
dir
I k V-)L 4) EL)
(e+ Gb -v)
( 40C ) G (40 V)
lw 0 -
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S' In order to obtain a Aufficiently genral model to deseribe the
ginter, the appeoamste perturbation of the field due to the trun-
cation at the nda and mnre especially effect on the field of tribu.
tary gXtoiers entering the main body must be taken into secount. In
order to obtain the solution of a building block from which a caple
s may be built up, eah part of which is a reftangular block, the
solution for a block of thickwss h, with 2a, which extends from y a o
to y = --- is obtained. At each tributary, wV be set equal to .1,
to aecount for truncation at the emis; /* = +1. The solution for a
finite reotanguar block may be obtained by adding f (y + b) + f (y-b)
and subtracting the solution for cylimrical in y. The
solution on the Ane z * o is given. To heneralize the solution to
any value of z + h, my be substituted for h in the following foImula.
The usua aleg1biac substitutions for translation and rotation of the
oo-ordinatas may be used to further generaize the solution.
TM following eqation Is the vertical component of gwavity on
the Ane, z a o, of a trench of width 2a, tbid as h exteding from
y = o to y infinite, Within these rag, the vol density is a;
and elsewhere the voluw denaity is zero.
+o o ft
(xQ . yn- s 5,2 dx, dye. dz.
6--o 27r- -b a( 17 Ix.
Since the density is constant over the range of integration, aid
zero ese ;re, the abowe convolution intral may be transformd into
an ordinary integral by the follosIg substitutions.
l et:. ui=X -x, V=y -y,
dv=-d,
The limits for the integral transfrm d into u nvi v are:
when -a4x +o ; x-o'46X4
-4 4 y ' 0
1/n s~z dw dv e/z.
b~~~~ -l- 0o 27 96 ('-. -V.4z 4x
5 MOY 46& ,bf ?le'ed w */hIespe*Cf tO X
~' Cx, yo)
_q,~~o
=~/447~ -. 4
2 7r
.4-4 'Y
u~~Jzo/~L idv
l//,n
NVext, ~ wi/I? kespect *0 v:
6 T X {/o
k1n~
b-v o
[v (v - ,4Y
V it
y{} dui
sit'
x-Q?
(Y9a bk&
a,,d
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Tw 11w olob Ietiies %*e usefU in ofttlaa th 1ijosl in u.
i to ma %fdiah can be Uiawanedo
/05 /-05(9-bl*,A
=/05 PI+
[y +- /,Oy (y L*4t)
JWhtyY
- 3'
(rf fb]' _ L ,.,L)&7' ~/ ~ ~ --
/v (Eu Lt&J
/05 ~ I
- f Y
-T'-A 14 IP
-(Y9 /05f 96 :Z;11)J
- -~ $/AP/?9#h -s'.K~#
1 ig h ")
Fh e fl :/" //Q ? 'ep e, ?l43 Aii f e /fe 1- 4// f
7I
S (WA/ 'A bi~
k$Q
Let:
W=L v)
d"
ally# ~
WL ~a)4
- jva 1
r,*".fo; mo7the ines-a 1*7 " i,/*o Aq,77Mtg~
5.s/,,4 bf dy
xt*o (faI
4L Y yp
( JP L tb ~
/0 v t-h)i
(t)*
(40,
(YWIX,
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The fUowing expream for intertim by parts of the above
intevra will losa to a solutica
sh Q* (dSf M d ~d
-Y
k2
=-f~x)s, ~'4- F(_4 ) d
w = Fh? -_ _ JP~
)'' wI r
[(x-7) A hj 4
= (x-4) s b! 9f - (xco) srt/h~' Y
[(x-)*+-a]N((x+4)\h'] 93
- F(w) d7 -;7 y db(ta., )? W/[e iw
In or4r to solve this intepa an addtional substitution vil
lea to a Z=4n, which may be integated by artial fractima.
+
Let: >v_ _
hL
wh __ __X _
ivi
I' f__ _ _ _ )
Ai-B =/
h ' -
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A- -i
(v- -)(- z+,)
ha
A~ = '/h'L
?#7d A = /(9/+h' )
5 (4)
let: A
8 7A / 6 .2 h a.)
The :imits am traworned into +( as folowo
Y -I w
17 %
/. L
( x-O) L4/7
(x + _ )_ +_ '
(j~o)~4. h ~
)L j Yz.
I (=-_7. (x-L)
(x*4)
Cx ~ 9'fh~
'ia
-/7 
L
-h p
W
4",
w~
j .
h
T (X-4?) t-Y II
(,-(x ) Z' A.
; L £Vl~t',) ftj+ ( )
.. h
(xt* * A
= + g ___~' x-_
(x- )'t 4't '
)Y f (x( -*Y 1-Y1+6 f fen~'2(xtw)b~~~~ (x j.y '
h y h
6 2
As ve wish to bave the solutIon in the range y frm zero to inrfnity1 p0
b ta psased in the limi±t to inrinity,
/ean~') ( (; 4x4)* h
~. [-G~
- /4jt,~4~' ((x~4v
&r#4) 4(~ t b) = 24
(C- (*b){
- (~,~,7a)
With the above rela)iaships, a campete solution m be written.
(41)
5 (~',y;a) Arh 7~ (x f)
1(xt)4* yJfthL
- ?f7h'5 (x-?)
- [(x-a)tfyitLh'j
[(x-r.nyt ha) )
pow' X)
- H
t (-a)*]!''
(x#a$vLh~I~7
+ (nb~
L9 ffoha (x -a,) t (
=
L ~ \(X - #. (y, 6)* h*
6 3
As y goes to infinity, one obtains the folloving:
9 (x, - ) = 4 2 h (x-4) - f-4-' Cxt)
L [* (x-Q)/+h, [(xa)+h1(x77)\ h E j
+2 (xa L xa
L (X-a)h 12L.
which was rveviously obtatenei.
At y a o, one obtain&
y(x,o,.o) = [ fn' (x-') - ton~' (xt)J
+ (x-)/q [ (x-4)h - (xt )J (x4) + 24
which is one half the value of the solution fOr cylindrieal s=netry
in S, plus the conatwnt 2e.
In the limit as x goes to pluj or minus infinity; g goes to zero.
This statement involves the solution of n indeterminant fom
/in fyj /F) (* 2g7)L-,,,2rt j.)( -
( x (, t h (x)
(x f-4)
6 4
Equation (41) gives mn exact solution for the effect of tribu-
tories. If a sufficient w=ber of meaa of a is made over
the glacier, including tributary glaciers entering the main strea of
the glacier (41) ean provide a rigorous correction for the effect of
such bodies on the gravity field over the glaier. On the other hand,
as was the ease with the sal=n glacier, which is to be zappe# the
thikness of the tributaries =at be estimated, as InnAlte data has
been obtained over the tributaries. I such a case, a less unwieldy
expression than that given by (41) is justified, as the average thik-
nes h of the tributary ant be estimated. An assymptotic apprwin-
tion ay be obtained.
5.7 Consider, first the speatrum for analytic continuaon upvards,
from a simple stratun at depth h.
Fh yv) =e -h v)
Suppose that the gaaetrie safU2 + v2 is replaced by an
arithmetic ma ntu + IV r . compering the unit circle in the
(u,v) plane given by u 2)a I to {14 + 1vw i, we note that
vhen u * o and v a t IJi + 1mmd a an the arguents coincide;
similarly, when v a o and u a ±l. The maxi== error obtained at
0 = (is obtained when u a 1 . At these valts, the aorren
sponding values for 41lu4 +3v re 3T.
Jli + )vI = -fnd ( v9
V
I
to
-bhtt'tvt-, )Af{|at/vIJ .NOal -h1vi
le= e e
G
and define the source by the followg funation
(4x, = fi -0-i Jjc0--, (xta) - 4.ic(uc0]
2 1 - 2
Then T (, {) =
As Previously shovat if the source is a separable function in x and
its spectrm is a separable fatotn in u and v. Since the operator
spectrun is approximated by a separable product, we an then estimate
g (xy) by a separable produtv. Roting that e and a are the
operator spectrUnS for oYlindrical sysmetry in x and y, respectively,
the solution for the case of a saimAe stratum at z a a en be immdiately
ritten down. Letting g represent this solution, we have
g (x,g Yo) =
.th .L- .ita&-'.I fo n~(tr - ton-'(x- J
.4 2 Lh
It can be noted by tnspection, that the expression is aseymptotically
correct as lxl b aoe infinite, and 171 bell e infinite. As y goes
to infinity, the expression left is the correct expression for cylin.
drical symmetryin y. Also, as h a o and v a sh; g* degenerates into
a correct expression for the source.
One ter, in tbW exact solution for masa distributed unirmtly
4*4
betwen seO and %h , is the field of a simple stratum with surface
charge equa to wash. The additional term serves to correct for the
distribution of the total mass between o and l. Folloving this aa-
logy, an approximate solution may be ritten for equation (41).
This expression is evaluated for different values of z and y and
compared to the exact expression (41)
.44k t~* -rpi-rk * ss. ra' n A met o rP oiO*rI .Oe
A Cr ck. 4oc.
6 6
(42) g(x, 0 ) g x )-
ah ! -y 'n~ * 9!y f / _
~7I~r 2. 7Tr 2h7
. fn~'(c*4) +- (x ta) /o~ (i /
h21 \ (xtdyL)
-4,40' (x-4) -- (-a) /0 __+ _
h 2h
g'(x,- no; o)--g(,-;o)
= fan-'&(x t) IL (x+4) /o / +ha
h A ht)
C4-A0. 
- XI/7 / 
(x-a)L
L4zA) 9'C(x,0;o) =3&(,/; O) ~ -
The lattr expresimn indiose that the appenexmtion is
corremt * 4bbb-V% an t y o; whre the 1sra*0t
rtion e to be anaa, Caq*riAs g (o,a;o) to 6 (ova), an
estivate of a mrarrr of %f relative to h was obtainsel which
an be asidered within the secury to whieh h my be estiasted.
In generI, the sid** of the tremh to be mapped re ot uifom
An averge width nut be obtained earrespandin to esoh una erossing
* CC %(1 .)
6 7
5'.9 the trench. Using the approximation by separable products, an approxi-
mate expression for the contribution of an element of bank of the trench
may be obtained.
Fig. 3
(42 )Z -I (X y) = *. a ~ X /og /+
2 h 2h xaJ/
. 10 .. 0. / ( I +k 1
Considering the first expression as a source term, the above expres-
sion may be generalized to an irregular bankas follows:
0
-- j [2(/ ) 2
(4h() 6k, T T 9) t-xy) /0_, 4-
2 7(.
4d h I_-fn' 2 /4
7r IT 17 x
Although the above xexpreesion is soewhat intractable if a solution
for X (y,) is desired, it may be simplified by replacing the alit of
uniform 10 between o and h witha a simple stratum of w = P h, at depth hl.
( r (~ )= 4h i+ j_(fnux(. h/T ,(--) 
.(*21 h) 2(9- 7r
)= h f(, y()fT -.
.)4h
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T0W *tt* 1tba of the boudaries.. In order to cope
with this problem, it is necessary to consider how to generate the average
displacement of cash boimsdary from an arbitrary axis as a separate prob-
Jlbm for each profile. The beve tables may .be used to transform theeAis-
placement of' the side at each profile position. These valuesaare approxi-
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teoeepsi by kass te lpe s at s metS at twsty ierot
h Mthlt wetly speey to a imi" toesq etOff tebe tre
limo pite peeg. Tis nests s -s maest of eemetftiaots to op.'
nste a em sty ves a es site et tiggsitte bulug essitrst. Atter
psrtEmalqgthe eumettsse e at fgeveiy 4iopiaei-.. -vm gaseratet
hre ate site at tme gtaeters *5*e se betesmtmet Lte bmavtay ir.
loemaeby itia te ettue by msseet btbe 5. This nasttes
mibly sstime bummievy so testes eresosa e that ,fla ,eot hae
imbu enst by heutm sleaset tim grsety esasure of a flat tnitmh of
epeeifiet depth with the sweeetg bamteiet oer asite. Table 1
tatuase esttitefl sate eemrepeetivg to verries depths Ien 1000 feet
to 2000 N0.6 at %0C fat iems 4he depth fes a patimler problem
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-ns be estusttd herse ftrttnttey It sSa be speetfied seeirho
46. taa test eSaanle mffistnr p00 t6 ad tes 0 test we
wtto 4.1 test sett . the esmnespenttag etutem attet Wy nt
-" the t perest. tse a fifty pe $t la the dLpy peS
-o nette is ar lee tnt p t vimflie 4a the repets ea
tiese assnoity stheme -s ipeee wt a breadth vsstg 4e
tmia...se will sample awnnil auty peaSe V athe ens wiore the
sprtser. ArnSewt aegrt4 spestu Vr tes 2O flat eat a thteness of
abgeb3 *4 fet mn 12 essflleiqSe an e* site of the ginsa proile.
tygeq$ss this sot Vt a wrgmfl ea altI g sehiqg har estflp it
was dott4e4 to use teefly osoftitefsa. cfssflag to the Eettlse sa
wst a the sapae La ETable 4am sees theA tbsseefftesete gea-
sen to ell vaites by Ib me a ee tt to esheA6 team4t emett
tet. th aautagess peie *teaat hrethe filter wool 4 ebtata
the ahwn0egoflata to i- epntaflo ospresern a tnvss at to be-
nse el -s gets her esutyte flfl.ar wI thAuS aterial Vt
duStty ent~reat wvybng -s a Rfuntk.a of a at p emiy0 eM t tosstmly
N reeseblo tubwprettte.b tospessa r the fit *rllon. W
he Lasmttw a gin tattle I tbn S. etoiata to see
SV to paees the Maettie a*ty, Ue taIpe letf w s nnttig
eq the iA asot.tam re gie the gArity An*s an
MaS4 to be a% pretis etti eee the ger, hA m0t mesartly
ogssity spee taq the proag" 0 . hA a0rr le ndet to th pr"tfies
i buSen ema derlS -s tbuSese. Per ak pfile * the Stetaee to te
seet etgs n m ethge siefthe glstoris esseS*0. the difforesse La
the isAtanbtes esnisbortuu prafiles ed tit profile bhaig eenssteced
le . 4auu4e byn se 8o of h esend4 is obaetM~g the coeffEicient
set and transformed into a value proportional to gravity frgm Table 5.
(7)
A saler product between theuntfiyieie set and the previously computed
set of rnwebers is invernely transfored in Table 3 and nultiplied by h.
The resulting value is added to the reaured value of the boundary so as
to obtain the oerreetod gravity boundary oP the laoier.
Now that boundaries have been obtained such that a model with eylin
ndrical sy mmetry can be used for each profile, one is In a position to
Oonpute theoretical anmnlies for eneh profileamand compare then to the
observed gravity anemly obtained from the measurwnt of the gravitation-
al field over the glacier. 5efore this can be done9 however, sar mns
must be ermployed for separating the nmclou field due to the Aaalar from
the baeksround vravitational field. Asstming that the baokground field is
approxitAtely planar, it would be desireable to seeparate by method of
least squares theanomaly from a planar background field# dowever, since
h # the depth of the restangular erosseetion is unknown, and the geometry
of the botto must be further perturbed in an iterative prosedure, his
operation is not easily performed. In order to have a procedure which is
tractable, it wa decided to apply a least square tehbique separately to
eath profile determining a D. J. componont fld a slope for each profile.
Du*e principally, to the fact that the bottoa of the glacier can be quite
irregular, it man be expoeted that the values obtsained for A and 3 in the
A ;4 3x estimate of the baakgroi*d field vary greatly frou profile to
profile, 1t alues obtained for each profile are later composited by are-
raging so that a smooth average beakground field, ideally planar, is sub-
traoted from the observed gravity field,
The observed field G0 was fitted by nethod of least sqiares to the
calculated exprnssion (L , in accordonc. with the relationship 1q, Meh=%s
A A Ax is a first approximation to the effect of the baekground graviti-
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tional field on a profile, due to regional gravity and surrounding topo-
graphy. Since BX was found to be less than 30 feet in most cases, terms
of higher degree were dropped. S, if the depth h and displacements of
the sides A and A were made correctly, serves to indisate variations in
1 2
the density contrast from that of 1.88 assumed for the calculation of
G obtained by tying in to a single known value of the depth obtained by
C
drilling.
The first step followed in mapping the glacier was to obtain a set
of coefficients approximately corresponding to an element of depth h, width
dx, and constant density eentrast. The contribution to the gravity is
obtained for each element displaced x.xo from a given axis, where xo is the
displacement of a given vertical boundary at y o, or where the profile
crosses the glacier. An average is computed for the profile using an
assumption of 3000 feet and a filter ( I, . This gravity
shift corresponding to the average displacement of the sides from that ob-
tained for the center was referred to Table V for ta corresponding value of
(x-x)/h. Multiplying by an h of 3000, this correction was added to x
!IN 0
to obtain the position x of the given boundary. this calculation was carried
out for both the north and south vertical boundaries obtaining so that the
effective width and centreid of the cylindrical trenchh of given direction
could be determined from observation of the surveyed vertical boundarie a
of the glacier.
Using 5, A and B obtained by method of least squares, the observed
gravity G. was obtained as a graction or multiple of the computed anomaly
assuming an initial depth h0 . If the difference between the observed and
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calculated anomaly were due to change in density contrast, then by the
application of Gauss's theorem implied by G equal to G /S, a new value
0 C
of the density equal to that assured times 1/S would be obtained so that
S would be reduced to unity. However, since the density contrast is
assumed to be constant and the vertical boundaries fiMed, the curvature
of the calculated anomaly may be increased or decreased until a value of
S of unity is obtained by increasing or decreasing the depth of the bottom
of the trench. In increasing the density, the mass added is distributed
uniformly in the given region of the trench. By correspondingly increasing
the depth of the trench , the mass is added at the bottom so that the effect
of the same amount of mass soo added is less. For this reason, several
iterations of the above prodedure had to be carried out until a value of
S sufficiently close to one could be obtained. A change in $ corresponding
to a correction of 20 feet was assumed to be the limit at which the itera-
tions were to be out off. since the accuracy of the depth calculation was
limited by the accuracy to which the vertical boundaries could be surveyed,
and the density contrast assumed, an accuracy of more than fifty to one
hundred feet certainly could not be expected. In the case of an erroneous
density contrast assumption, the map will be nearly biased by a constant
factor. In the case of trrir in the surveyed width of the glacier, an
assumption of too small a width will increase the curvature of the anomaly
given assumed depth of the trench, even though the mass is reduced. Fram
this aspect of non-uniqueness of the problem, an infinite number of solu-
tion corresponding to an anomaly of given average curvature can be obtained,
if both the width and depth of the rectangular trench are allowed to vary.
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For this reason, much of the gravity data had to be discarded where the
vertical boundaries and depth were unknown. However, it can be pointed out
that it would be a simple matter to obtained an estimate of the width of
the trench if the depth is given, The following is the formula for itera-
tion of the width.
t48) S \&
as contrasted to iteration of the depth.
(4-9 H An
The reason for this behavior is in the application of the least squares
procedure. Since only a small part of the total anomaly is observed, the
correction A L BI implies the regional background, whereby, a D. C. compo-
nent is lost. Whereby, the narrower trench of given depth has lese mass it
still has a sharper anomaly; since a D. C. component is lost in the least
squares procedure since the entire anomaly isn't sampled, it cannot detect
any difference in these two situations. A further source of non-uniqueness
in the solution is contributed by the dropping of higher terms for the region-
al and topographic component. Since the anomaly is an even function and the
center is knownadditional odd terms C X 3 etc., could have been carried.
Since SK was less than the accuracy expested in the solution these were
dropped. However, there is no guarentee that these would converge to subse-
quently smaller values, although such might be expected to be the case. From
a practical consideration, the amount of computation in a general least square
procedure, increases as the square as additional degrees of freedom are added.
In addition, with the D. C. component lost , similar anomalies of given
average curvature could be obtained by rounding of the edges of the trench.
The solution obtained is therefore conditional to the assumption of the
flattest bottom.
The glacier has been mapped by seismic data and generally increases
in thickness from approximately 32400 feet at line K to a maximum of more
than 3000 feet near line A. The thickness decreases very rapidly as line 7
is approached on the eastern side of the glacier. The results obtained by
using gravity anomalies for mapping the glacier are shown graphically on
Map 1. The data and corresponding output on Listing 1. kap 2 through
Map 4 shows the bottom elevation, anomalous gravity, and th e background
indicated by A A BX, respectively. Table 1 tabulates coefficient sets
corres ponding to the filter - < ) / A \ -L I for depths at 500 foot
intervals fram 1000 to 5000 feet. It can be noted from Table 1 that sub..
stantial differences in h result in but snall changes in the coefficient
sets. Averages of the boundaries of the glacier were computed with coef-
ficient sets of 3000 feet and 4500 feet, respectively. Very little dif.
ference was obtained in the corrections; usually less than 101%. Therefore,
it is not critical that an exact depth be assumed ofer the filter in compu-
ting the coefficients. Table 2 and Table 3 are computations of the anomaly
expected for a vertical boundary, separating horizontally two regions of
different density contrast of given thickness. The function is tabled for
values of the dimensionless value x/h where h is the thickness of the
bed. These tables may be conveniently used for computing by hand the anoo-
maly expected over a trench of given thickness and width, if a rapid esti-
mate of the thicknese due to an observed anomaly is desired.
Several areas for future study can be enumerated. The accuracy with
which the vertical boundaries of the glacier can be surveyed, will limit in
part, the percentage accuracy that the bottom of the glacier can be mapped.
veophysical or geological methods which might be used to give a rapid
indication of the presence of these boundaries to augment the survey
of the boundaries of the glacier would improve the accuracy of the map
obtained following the samp procedures used here. A study of the pattern
if any in gfractures in the ice may be of some aid, or the use of areal
magnetameter in delineating these boundaries could lead to improved accu--
racy in the maps. Another, and perhaps in some cases more practical approach
would be to sample the gravity for each profile for several widths beyond
the boundaries of the glacier. The points need not be evenly spaced and
would enable the least square procedure to sample a more complete repre-
sentation of Lhe anomaly so that Gaussas theorem could be more reliably
applied. In this case it would be possibly to perturbe both the bottom
and sides of the anomaly until a best fit of the computed to observed ano-
maly iS obtained. In every case it is highly desireable to haven an area
of at least several widths on each side of the glacier mapped for topography
so tht a topographic correction can be applied to measurements of the gra-
vity at each station,
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TABLE 1
COEFICIENTS FOR ANALYTIC CONTINUATION THROUGH
SPACE OCCUPIED BY MATERIAL OF CONSTANT DENSITY
F(U) = (1-EXPN(-HU))/HU
H = 5000
0.007983
0.009111
0.013497
0.028565
0.144104
0.008069
0.009585
0.015284
0.034573
0.008144
0.010318
0.017309
0.044191
0.008399
0.011102
0.020206
0.056581
0.008652
0.012242
0.023586
0.084545
H. = 4500
0.007274
0.008353
0.012597
0.028012
0.e155278
0.007363
0.008798
0.014378
0.034364
0.007427
0.009512
0.016391
0.044747
0.007676
0.010259
0.019341
0.058260
0.007908
0.011378
0.022798
0.089162
H = 4000
0.006538
0.007557
0.011596
0.027219
0.168749
0.006630
0.007965
0.013349
0.033908
0.006680
0.008651
0.015319
0.045143
0.006923
0.009349
0.018292
0.059961
0.007129
0.010434
0.021789
0.094462
H = 3500
00
0.005776
0.006724
0.010485
0.026106
0.185329
0.005873
0.007084
0.012186
0.033091
0.005905
0.007737
0.014069
0.045257
0.006141
0.008369
0.017026
0.061586
0.006316
0.009406
0.020500
0.100587
H = 3000
0.004989
0.005855
0.009260
0.024570
0.206281
0.005093
0.006158
0.010878
0.031747
0.005103
0.006769
0.012620
0.044891
0.005332
0.007319
0.015506
0.062941
0.005469
0.008294
0.018866
0.107695
H = 2500
0.004178
0.004954
0.007916
0.022486
0.233680
0.004294
0.005187
0.009422
0.029647
0.004277
0.005753
0.010954
0.043723
0.004500
0.006200
0.013701
0.063629
0.004592
0.007099
0.016812
0.115928
H = 2000
0.003345
0.004027
0.006453
0.019723
0.271215
0.003479
0.004174
0.007820
0.026479
0.003426
0.004694
0.009058
0.041242
0.003650
0.005013
0.011590
0.062841
0.003684
0.005830
0.014269
0.125267
H = 1500
0,002490
0.003083
0.004876
0.016180
0.326158
0.002657
0.003119
0.006092
0.021864
0.002551
0.003605
0.006929
0.036693
0.002790
0.003762
0.009183
0.058880
0.002746
0.004501
0.011179
0.134989
H = 1000
0.001607
0.002138
0.003181
0.011866
0.415065
0.001839
0.002018
0.004280
0.015422
0.001646
0.002505
0.004565
0.029194
0.001932
0.002442
0.006538
0.048275
0.001774
0.003140
0.007513
0,141398
TABLE2
ARTAN X/H + (X/2H)LOG(1+HSQ/XSQ) PLOTTED FOR VALUES OF X/H
INCREMENTED BY .01
0.0178 0.0313 0.0430 0.0537 0.0636 0.0728 0.0816 0.0898 .0977 0.1052
0.1124 0.1193 0.1259 0.1323 0.1385 0.1445 0.1503 0.1559 91613 0.1665
0.1717 0.1766 0.1814 0.1861 0.1907 0.1952 0.1995 0.2037 .2078 0.2119
0.2158 0.2196 0.2233 0.2270 0.2306 0.2340 0.2375 0.2408 .2440 0.2472
0.2504 02534 0.2564 0.2593 0.2622 0.2650 0.2677 0.2704 .2731 0.2757
0.2782 0.2807 0.2831 0.2855 0.2879 0.2902 0.2924 0.2946 .2968 0.2989
0.3010 0.3031 0.3051 0.3071 0.3091 0.3110 0.3128 0.3147 .3165 0.3183
0.3201 0.3218 0.3235 0.3251 0.3268 0.3284 0.3300 0.3315 .3331 0.3346
0.3361 0.3375 0.3390 0.3404 0.3418 0.3432 0.3445 0.3458 .3471 0.3484
0.3497 0.3510 0.3522 0.3534 0.3546 0.3558 0.3569 0.3581 .3592 0.3603
0.3614 0.3625 0.3636 0.3646 0.3656 0.3667 0.3677 0.3687 .3696 0.3706
0.3716 0.3725 0.3734 0.3743 0.3752 0.3761 0.3770 0.3779 .3787 0.3796
0.3804 0.3812 0.3820 0.3828 0.3836 0.3844 0.3852 0.3860 *3867 0.3875
0.3882 0.3889 0.3896 0.3903 0.3910 0..3917 0.3924 0.3931 .3938 0.3944
0.3951 0.3957 0.3964 0.3970 0.3976 0.3982 0.3988 0.3994 .40 .4006
0.4012 0.4018 0.4023 0.4029 0.4035 0.4040 0.4046 0.4051 .4056 0.4062
0.4067 0.4072 0.4077 0.4082 0.4087 0.4092 0.4097 0.4102 .41 7 0.4111
0.4116 0.4121 0.4125 0.4130 0.4135 0.4139 0.4143 0.4148 .4152 0.4156
0.4161 0.4165 0.4169 0.4173 0.4177 0.4181 0.4185 0.4189 .4193 0.4197
0.4201 0.4205 0.4209 0.4213 0.4216 0.4220 0.4224 0.4227 .4231 0.4234
0.4238 0.4241 0.4245 0.4248 0.4252 0.4255 0.4259 0.4262 .4265 0.4268
0.4272 0.4275 0.4278 0.4281 0.4284 0.4287 0.4291 0.4294 .4297 0.4300
0.4303 0.4306 0.4308 0.4311 0.4314 0.4317 0.4320 0.4323 .4326 0.4328
0.4331 0.4334 0.4336 0.4339 0.4342 0.4344 0.4347 0.4350 .4352 0.4355
0.4357 0.4360 0.4362 0.4365 0.4367 0.4370 0.4372 0.4375 .4377 0.4379
0.4382 0.43P4 0.4386 0.4389 0.4391 0.4393 0.4395 0.4398 .44 .4402
0.4404 0.4406 0.4409 0.4411 0.4413 0.4415 0.4417 0.4419 .4421 0.4423
0.4425 0.4427 0.4429 0.4431 0.4433 0.4435 0.4437 0.4439 .4441 0.4443
0.4445 0.4447 0.4449 0.4451 0.4452 0.4454 0.4456 0.4458 .4460 0.4462
0.4463 0.^/465 0.4467 0.4469 0.4470 0.4472 0.4474 0.4476 .4477 0.4479
TABLE 3
SAME FUNCTION AS TABLE TW: WITH INCREMENT OF .001
0.00252
0.01929
0.03251
0.04415
0.05474
0.06455
0.07374
0.08240
0.09061
0.09844
0.10591
0.11307
0.11995
0.12657
0.13295
0.13911
0.14506
0.15082
0.15640
0.16181'
0.16706
0.17215
0.17711
0.18192
0.18660
0.19116
0.19560
0.19992
0.20414
0.20825
0.21226
0.00459 0.00650 0.00830
0.02071 0.02211 0.02348
0.03373 0.03494 0.03613
0.04525 0.04634 0.04742
0.05575 0.0567A 0.05776
0.06550 0.06643 0,06737
0.07462 0.07551 0.07639
0.08324 0.08407 0.08491
0.09141 0.09221 0.09300
0.09920 0.09996 0.10071
0.10664 0.10737 0.10809
0.11377 0.11447 0.11517
0.12063 0.12130 0.12196
0.12722 0.12787 0.12851
0.13358 0.13420 0.13482
0.13972 0.14032 0.14092
0.14565 0.14623 0.14681
0.15139 0.15195 0.15252
0.15695 0.15750 0.15804
0.16234 0.16287 0.16340
0.16758 0.16809 0.16860
0.17266 0.17316 0.17365
0.17759 0.1780P 0.17856
0.18239 0.18287 0.18334
0.18706 0.18752 0,18798
0.19161 0.19206 0.19250
0.19604 0.19647 0.19691
0.20035 0.20077 0.20120
0.20455 0.20497 0.20538
0.20865 0.20906 0.20946
0.21265 0.21305 0.21344
0.01002
0.02483
0.03731
0.04849
0.05875
0.06829
0.07726
0.08573
0.09379
0.10146
0.10881
0.11586
0.12263
0.12915
0.13544
0.14152
0.14739
0.15308
0.15859
0.16393
0.16912
0.17415
0.17905
0.18381
0.18844
0.19295
0.19734
0.20162
0.20579
0.20986
0.21383
0.01168 0.01328 0.01434
0.02615 0.02746 0.02875
0.03848 0.03964 0.04078
0.04955 0.05061 0.05165
0.05973 0.06071 0.06168
0.06921 0.07013 0.07104
0.07813 0.07899 0.07985
0.08656 0.0,8738 0.08819
0.09457 0.09535 0.09613
0.10221 0.10296 0.10370
0.10953 0.11024 0.11096
0.11655 0.11723 0.11792
0.12329 0.12395 0.12461
0.12979 0.13043 0.13106
0.13606 0.13667 0.13729
0.14211 0.14271 0.14330
0.14797 0.14854 0.14912
0.15364 0.15419 0.15475
0.15913 0.15967 0.16021
0.16445 0.16498 0.16550
0.16963 0.17013 0.17064
0.17465 0.17514 0.17563
0.17953 0.18001 0.18049
0.18428 0.18474 0.18521
0.18890 0.18935 0.18980
0.19339 0.19384 0.19428
0.19777 0.19821 0.19864
0.20204 0.20246 0.20288
0.20620 0.20661 0.20702
0.21026 0.21066 0.21106
0.21422 0.21461 0.21500
).01636 0&31784
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0.42207
0.42244
0.42280
0.42316
0.42352
0.42387
0.42422
0.42456
0.42491
0.42525
0.42559
0.42592
0.42625
0.42658
0.42691
0.42723
0.42755
0.42787
0.42819
0.42850
0.41662
0.41704
0.41745
0.41786
0.41826
0.41866
0.41906
0.41945
0.41984
0.42023
0.42061
0.42099
0.42137
0.42174
0,42211
0.42247
0.42284
0.42320
0.42355
0.42390
0.42425
0.42460
0.42494
0.42528
0.42562
0.4259's
0.42629
0.42662
0.42694
0.42726
0.42758
0.42790
0.42822
0.42853
0,41666
0.41708
0,41749
0.41790
0.41830
0.41870
0.41910
0.41949
0,41988
0.42027
0,42065
0,42103
0.42140
0,42178
0#42215
0.42251
0.42287
0.42323
0.42359
0.42394
0.42429
0,42463
0.42498
0.42532
0.42565
0.42599
0.42632
0,42665
0.42697
0.42730
0.42762
0.42793
0.42825
0.42856
0.41543
0.41586
0,41628
0.41670
0.41712
0.41753
0.41794
0641834
0.41874
0.41914
0,41953
0.4199-2
0.42031
0.42069
0.42107
0.42144
0.42181
0.42218
0.42255
0.42291
0.42327
0.42362
0.42397
0.42432
0.42467
0.42501
0.42535
0.42569
0.42602
0.42635
0.42668
0.42701
0.42733
0.42765
0.42797
0.42828
0.42859
0.42800 0.42803
0.42831 0.42834
0.42862 0.42865
0.41547
0.41590
0.41632
0.41674
0.41716
0.41757
0.41798
0.41838
0.41878
0.41918
0.41957
0.41996
0.42034
0.42073
0.42110
0.42148
0.42185
0.42222
0.42258
0.42294
0.42330
0.42366
0.42401
0.42436
0.42470
0.42505
0.42538
0.42572
0.42605
0.42639
0.42671
0.42704
0.42736
0.42768
0.41552
0.41594
0&41637
0,41679
0.41720
0.41761
0.41802
0.41842
0.41882
0.41922
0.41961
0.42000
0.42038
0#42076
0.42114
0.42152
0.42189
0.42225
0.42262
0.42298
0.42334
0.42369
0.42404
0.42439
0.42474
0.42508
0.42542
0.42575
0.42609
0.42642
0,42675
0.42707
0.42739
0.42771
0.41556
0.41599
0641641
0.41683
0.41724
0.41765
0.41806
0.41846
0.41886
0.41926
0.41965
0.42004
0.42042
0.42080
0.42118
0.42155
0.42192
0.42229
0.42266
0.42302
0.42337
0.42373
0.42408
0,42443
0.42477
0.42511
0.42545
0.42579
0.42612
0.42645
0.42678
0.42710
0.42742
0.42774
0.42806
0.42837
0.42868
0.41560
0.416 3
0641645
0.41687
0.41728
0.41769
0.41810
0.41850
0.41890
0.41930
0.41969
0.420 8
0.42046
0.42084
0.42122
0.42159
0.42196
0.42233
0.42269
0,423 5
0.42341
0.42376
0.42411
0,42446
0.42481
0,425 15
0,42549
0.42582
0.42615
0.42648
0.42681
0.42714
0,42746
0.42778
0.428 9
0.42840
0,42871
0*41564
0.41607
0.41649
0.41691
0.41732
0*41773
0.41814
0.41854
0.41894
0.41934
0.41973
0a42011
0.42050
0.42088
0.42125
0.42163
0.42200
0.42236
0 42273
0.42309
0&42344
0 42380
0.42415
0,42450
0.42484
0,42518
0a42552
0.42585
0,42619
0 42652
0.42684
0.42717
0.42749
0.42781
0.42812
0a42844
0.42875
0
0.42878
0.42908
0.42939
0.42969
0.42999
0.43029
0.43058
0.43088
0.43117
0.43145
0.43174
0.43202
0.43230
0.43258
0.43286
0.43313
0.43341
0.43368
0.43394
0.43421
0.43447
0.43473
0.43499
0.43525
0.43551
0.43576
0.43601
0.43626
0.43651
0.43676
0.43700
0.43724
0.43748
0.43772
0.43796
,0*4381-9
0.43843
0.42881
0.42911
0.42942
0&42972
0.43002
0.43032
0.43061
0.43091
0.43120
0.43148
0.43177
0s43205
0.43233
0.43261
0.43289
0 43316
0.43343
0.43370
0.43397
0.43424
0.43450
0.43476
0.43502
043528
0.43553
0.43579
0.43604
0.43629
0.43653
0.43678
0.43702
0.43727
0.43751
0.43775
0.43798
0.43822
0.43845
0.42884
0.42915
0.42945
0.42975
0.43005
0&43035
0.43064
0.43093
0.43122
0.43151
0.43180
0.43208
0.43236
0.43264
0.43291
C43319
0.43346
0.43373
0.43400
0.43426
0.43453
0.43479
0.43505
0.43530
0.43556
0.43581
0.43606
0.43631
0.43656
0.43680
0.43705
0.43729
0.43753
0.43777
0.43801
0.43824
0.43847
0.42887
0.42918
0.42948
0.42978
0.43008
0*43038
0.43067
0.43096
0.43125
0.43154
0.43183
0.43211
0.43239
0.43267
043294
0.43322
0*43349
0.43376
0.43402
0&43429
0.43455
0.43481
0.43507
0.43533
0.43558
0.43584
0.43609
0.43634
0.43658
0.43683
0#43707
0.43731
0.43755
0.43779
0.43803
0.43826
0.43850
0.42890
0*42921
0.42951
0.42981
0.43011
0.43041
0.43070
0.43099
0.43128
0.43157
0.43185
0.43214
0.43242
0.43269
0.43297
0.43324
0.43351
0643378
0.43405
0.43431
0.43458
0.43484
0.43510
0.43535
0.43561
0.43586
0.43611
0.43636
0.43661
0.43685
0.43710
0.43734
0.43758
0.43782
0.43805
0.43829
0.43852
0.42893
0.42924
0.42954
0.42984
0.43014
0.43044
0.43073
0.43102
0.43131
0.43160
0.43188
0.43216
0.43244
0.43272
0.43300
0.43327
0.43354
0.43381
0.43408
0.43434
0.43460
0.43486
0.43512
0.43538
0*435'63
0.43589
0.43614
0.43639
0.43663
0.43688
0.43712
0.43736
0.43760
0.43784
0.43808
0.43831
0.43854
0.42896
0.42927
0.42957
0.42987
0.43017
0.43047
0.43076
0.43105
0.43134
0.43163
0*43191
0.43219
0.43247
0*43275
043302
0.43330
0.43357
0.43384
0.43410
0.43437
0.43463
0.43489
0.43515
0.43541
0*43566
0.43591
0*43616
0.43641
0.43666
0.43690
0.43715
0.43739
043763
0.43786
0#43810
043833
0.43857
0.42899
0.42930
0.42960
042990
0.43020
0.43050
0.43079
0.43108
0.43137
0.43165
0&43194
0.43222
0.43250
0*43278
0.43305
0.43332
0.43359
0.43386
0.43413
0.43439
0.43466
0.43492
0*43517
0.43543
0.43568
0.43594
0.43619
0.43644
0.43668
0.43693
0.43717
0.43741
0.43765
0.43789
0.43812
0.43836
0.43859
0.429 2
0&42933
0&42963
0.42993
0.43023
0*43053
0.43082
0.43111
0.43140
0.43168
0.43197
0.43225
0.43253
0.43280
0&433 8
0.43335
0.43362
043389
0.43416
0*43442
0.43468
0.43494
0.43520
0@43546
0 43571
0.43596
0@43621
0*43646
0.43671
0.43695
0.43719
0.43743
0*43767
0.43791
0.43815
0.43838
0.43861
0.42905
0.42936
0.42966
0.42996
0.43026
0.43055
0.43085
0.43114
0.43143
0 43171
0.43200
0.43228
0.43256
0.43283
0@43311
0.43338
0@43365
0*43392
043418
0.43445
0.43471
0.43497
0.43523
0.43548
0.43574
0.43599
0.43624
0.43649
0.43673
0.43698
0.43722
0.43746
0 43770
0.43793
0.43817
0.43840
0*43864
QLl
0.43866
0.43889
0.43912
0.43934
0.43957
0.43979
0.44001
0.44023
0.44045
0.44067
0.44089
0.44110
0.44131
0.44152
0.44173
0.44194
0.44215
0.44235
0.44256
0.44276
0.44296
0.44316
0.44336
0.44355
0.44375
0.44394
0.44414
0.44433
0.44452
0*44471
0.44490
0.44508
0.44527
0.44545
0.44563
0.44582
0.44600
0.43868
0.43891
0.43914
0.43937
0.43959
0.43981
0.44004
0.44026
0.44047
0.44069
0.44091
0.44112
0.44133
0.44154
0.44175
0.44196
0.44217
0.44237
0.44258
0.44278
0.44298
0.44318
0.44338
0.44357
0.44377
0.44396
0.44416
0.44435
0.44454
0.44473
0.44491
0.44510
0.44529
0.44547
0.44565
0.44583
0.44601
0.43870
0.43893
0.43916
0.43939
0.43961
0.43984
0.44006
0.44028
0.44050
0.44071
0.44093
0.44114
0.44135
0.44157
0.44177
0.44198
0.44219
0.44239
0.44260
0*44280
0.44300
0.44320
0.44340
0.44359
0.44379
0.44398
0.44417
0.44437
0.44456
0.44475
0.44493
0.44512
0.44530
0.44549
0.44567
0.44585
0.44603
0.43873
0.43896
0.43919
0.43941
0.43964
0.43986
0.44008
0.44030
0.44052
0.44073
0.44095
0.44116
0.44138
0.44159
0.44180
0.44200
0.44221
0.44241
0.44262
0.44282
0.44302
0.44322
0.44342
0.44361
0.44381
0.44400
0.44419
0.44439
0.44458
0.44476
0.44495
0.44514
0.44532
0.44551
0.44569
0.44587
0*44605
0.43875
0.43898
0.43921
0.43943
0.43966
0.43988
0.44010
0.44032
0.44054
0.44076
0.44097
0.44118
0.44140
0.44161-
0.44182
0.44202
0.44223
0.44243
0.44264
0.44284
0.44304
0.44324
0.44344
0.44363
0.44383
0.44402
0.44421
0.44440
0.44459
0.44478
0.44497
0.44516
0.44534
0.4455?
0.44571
0.44589
0.44607
0.43877
0.43900
0.43923
0.43946
0.43968
0.43990
0.44012
0.44034
0.44056
0.44078
0.44099
0.44121
0.44142
0.44163
0.44184
0.44204
0.44225
0.44245
0.44266
0.44286
0.44306
0.44326
0.44346
0.44365
0.44385
0.44404
0.44423
0.44442
0.44461
0.44480
0.44499
0.44517
0*44536
0.44554
0.44572
0.44591
0.44609
0.43880
0.43903
0.43925
0.43948
0.43970
0.43993
0.44015
0.44037
0.44058
0.44080
0.44101
0.44123
0.44144
0.44165
0.44186
0.44206
0.44227
0.44247
0.44268
0.44288
0.44308
0.44328
0.44348
0.44367
0.44387
0.44406
0.44425
0.44444
0.44463
0.44482
0.44501
0.44519
0.44538
0.44556
0.44574
0.44592
0.44610
0.43882
0.43905
0.43928
0.43950
0.43973
0.43995
0.44017
0.44039
0.44061
0.44082
0.44104
0.44125
0.44146
0.44167
0.44188
0.44209
0.44229
0.44250
0.44270
0.44290
0.44310
0.44330
0.44350
0.44369
0.44389
0.44408
0.44427
0.44446
0.44465
0.44484
0.44503
0.44521
0.44540
0.44558
0.44576
0.44594
0.44612
0.43884
0.439 7
0.43930
0.43952
0.43975
0.43997
0.44019
0.44041
0.44063
0.44084
0.441 6
0.44127
0.44148
0,44169
0.44190
0.44211
0.44231
0.44252
0.44272
0.44292
0.44312
0.44332
0.44351
0.44371
0.44390
0.44410
0.44429
0.44448
0.44467
0.44486
0.445 4
0.44523
0.44541
0.44560
0.44578
0.44596
0.44614
0.43887
0.43909
0.43932
0.43955
0.43977
0.43999
0*44021
0.44043
0.44065
0.44086
0.44108
0.44129
0.44150
0.44171
0.44192
0.44213
0.44233
0.44254
0.44274
0.44294
0.44314
0.44334
0.44353
0.44373
0.44392
0.44412
0.44431
0.44450
0*44469
0.44488
0.44506
0.44525
0.44543
0.44562
0.44580
0.44598
0.44616
0.44618 0.44619 0.44621 0.44623 0.44625
0.44635
0.44653
0.44671
0.44688
0.44705
0.447?3
0.44740
0.44757
0.44774
0,44791
0.44807
0.44824
0.44840
0.44857
0.44873
0.44889
0,44905
0.44921
0,44937
0.44953
0.44969
0,44984
0,45000
0,45015
0.45031
0.45046
0.45061
0.45076
0,45091
0.45106
0.45121
0.45135
0.45150
0.45164
0.45179
0.45193
0.44637
0.44655
0.44672
0&44690
0.44707
0.44724
0.44742
0.44759
0*44775
0,44792
0.44809
0.44826
0.44842
0.44858
0.44875
0,44891
0.44907
0.44923
0.44939
0.44955
0.44970
0.44986
0,45001
0,45017
0*45032
0*45047
0.45062
0,45077
0.45092
0.45107
0.45122
0.45137
0.45151
0.45166
0.45180
0.45195
0.44639
0.44657
0.44674
0.44692
0.44709
0.44726
0.44743;
0.44760
0.44777
0,4479,L
0.44811
0.44827
0.44844
0.44860
0.44876
0.44892
0.44909
0.44925
0.44940
0.44956
0.44972
0.44987
0.450,03
0.45018
0.45034
0,45049
0.45064
0.45079
0.45094
0.45109
0.4512i
0.45138
0.45153
0.45167
0.45182
0.45196
0.44641
0.44658
0*44676
0.44693
0.44711
0.44728
0.44745
0.44762
0.44779
0,44796
0.44812
0.44829
0.44845
0.44862
0,44878
0.44894
0.44910
0.44926
0.44942
0.44958
0,44973
0.44989
0&45004
0,45020
0.45035
0,45050
0.45065
0,45080
0,45095
0,45110
0.45125
0.45140
0,45154
0.45169
0,45183
0,45197
0.44642
.0,44660
0.44678
0.44695
0,44712
0.44730
0.44747
0.44764
0.44781
0.44797
0.44814
0.44830
0.44847
0,44863
0.44880
0.44896
0@44912
0,44928
0.44944
0.44959
0.44975
0,44991
0.45006
0,45021
0.45037
0,45052
0.45067
0,45082
0,45097
0.45112
0,45126
0.45141
0.45156
0.45170
0.45185
0,45199
0.44626 0.44628
0.44644
0.44662
0.44679
0.44697
0.44714
0.44731
0.44748
0.44765
0.44782
0.44799
0.44816
0.44832
0.44849
0.44865
0.44881
0.44897
0.44913
0.44929
0.44945
0.44961
0.44977
0.44992
0.45008
0.45023
0.45038
0.45053
0.45068
0.45083
0.45098
0.45113
0.45128
0.45143
0.45157
0.45172
0.45186
0.45200
0.44646
0.44664
0.44681
0.44699
0.44716
0.44733
0.44750
0.44767
0.44784
0.44801
0.44817
0,44834
0.44850
0.44867
0.44883
0.44899
0.44915
0.44931
0.44947
0.44962
0.44978
0.44994
0.45009
0,45024
0.45040
0.45055
0.45070
0.45085
0.45100
0.45115
0.45129
0.45144
0.45159
0.45173
0.45187
0.45202
0.44630 0.44632 0.44634
0.44648 0.44650 0.44651
0.44665 0.44667 0.44669
0644683 0,44685 0.44686
0.44700 0.447 2 0.44704
0,44718 0.44719 0.44721
0.44735 0.44736 0.44738
0.44752 0.44753 0.44755
0.44769 0,44770 0,44772
0.44786 0.44787 0.44789
0.44802 0.448 4 0.44806
0.44819 0.44821 0.44822
0.44835 0.44837 0.44839
0,44852 0.44854 0.44855
0.44868 0.44870 0.44871
0.44884 0.44886 0.44888
0.44901 0.449 2 0644904
0.44917 0.44918 0.44920
0.44932 0.44934 0.44936
0.44948 0.44950 0.44951
0.44964 0.44966 0.44967
0.44980 0.44981 0.44983
0.44995 0.44997 0.44998
0.45011 0.45012 0.45014
0.45026 0.45028 0.45029
0.45041 0.45043 0.45044
0.45056 0.45058 0.45059
0.45071 0.45073 0*45074
0.45086 0.45088 0.45089
0.45101 0.451 3 0.45104
0.45116 0.45118 0.45119
0.45131 0,45132 0.45134
0.45145 0.45147 0.45148
0.45160 0.45161 0.45163
0.45174 0.45176 0.45177
0.45189 0.45190 0.45192
0.45203 0.452 5 0.45206
0.45207
0.45222
0.45236
0.45250
0.45264
0.45277
0.45291
0.45305
0 * 45319,
0.45332
0.45346
0.45359
0.45372
0.45385
0.45399
0.45412
0.45425
0.45438
0.45451
0.45463
0.45476
0.45489
0.45501
0.45514
0.45526
0.45539
0.45551
0.45563
0.45575
0.45588
0.45600
0.45612
0.45623
0.45635
0.45647
0.45659
0.45671.
0.45209
0.45223
0.45237
0.45251.
0.45265
0.45279
0.45293
0.45306
0.45320
0..45333
0.45347
0.45360
0.45374
0.45387
0.45400
0.45413
0.45426
0.45439
0.45452
0.45465
0.45477
0.45490
0.45503
0.45515
0.45528
0.45540
0.45552
0.45564
0.45577
0.45589
0.45601
0.45613
0.45625
0.45637
0.45648
0.45660
0.45672
0.45210 0.45212
0.45224 0045226
0.45238 0.45240
0.45252 0.45254
0.45266 0.45268
0.45280 0.45282
0.45294 0.45295
0.45308 0.45309
0.45321 0.45323
0.45335 0.45336
0.45348 0.45350
0.45362.0.45363
0.45375 0.45376
0.45388 0.45389
0.45401 0.45403
0.45414 0.45416
0.45427 0.45429
0.45440 0.45442
0.45453 0.45454
0.4546A 0.45467
0.45479 0.45480
0.45491 0.45493
0.45504 0.45505
0.45516 0.45518
0.45529 0.45530
0.45541 0.45542
0.45553 0.45555
0.45566 0.45567
0.45578 0.45579
0.45590 0.45591
0.45602 0.45603
0.45614 0.45615
0.45626 0.45627
0.45638 0.45639
0.45649 0.45651
0.45661 0.45662
0.45673 0.45674
0.45213
0.45227
0.45241
0.45255
0.45269
0.45283
0.45297
0*45310
0.45324
0.45338
0.45351
0.45364
0.45378
0.45391
0.45404
0.45417
0.45430
0.45443
0.45456
0.45468
0.45481
0.45494
0.45506
0.45519
0.45531
0.45544
0.45556
0.45568
0.45580
0.45592
0.45604
0.45616
0.45628
0.45640
0.45652
0.45664
0.45675
0.45215
0.45229
0.45243
0.45257
0.45271
0.45284
0.45298
0.45312
0.45325
0.45339
0.45352
0.45366
0.45379
0.45392
0.45405
0.45418
0.45431
0.45444
0.45457
0.45470
0.45482
0.45495
0.45508
0.45520
0.45532
0.45545
0.45557
0.45569
0.45581
0.45594
0.45606
0.45618
0.45629
0.45641
0.45653
0.45665
0.45676
0.45216
0.45230
0.45244
0.45258
0.45272
0.45286
0.45299
0.45313
0.45327
0.45340
0.45354
0.45367
0.45380
0.45393
0.45407
0.45420
0.45433
0.45445
0.45458
0.45471
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0.45496
0.45509
0.45521
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0.45546
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0.45571
0.45583
0.45595
0.45607
0.45619
0.45631
0.45642
0.45654
0.45666
0.45677
0.45217
0.45231
0.45245
0.45259
0.45273
0.45287
0.45301
0.45314
0.45328
0.45342
0.45355
0.45368
0.45382
0.45395
0.45408
0.45421
0.45434
0.45447
0.45460
0.45472
0.45485
0.45498
0.45510
0.45523
0.45535
0.45547
0.45560
0.45572
0.45584
0.45596
0.45608
0.45620
0.45632
0.45644
0.45655
0.45667
0.45679
0*45219
045233
0.45247
0 45261
0.45275
0 45289
0.453 2
0.45316
0.45329
0.45343
0.45356
0.45370
0.45383
0.45396
0.454 9
0.45422
0.45435
0.45448
0.45461
0.45474
0.45486
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0.45511
0.45524
0.45536
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0.45561
0.45573
0.45585
0.45597
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0.45621
0.45633
0 45645
0.45657
0.45668
0.45680
0.45220
0*45234
0.45248
0*45262
0.45276
0*45290
0.45304
0@45317
0.45331
0.45344
0.45358
0&45371
0.45384
0.45397
0.45410
0.45423
0.45436
0.45449
0.45462
0.45475
0.45487
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0.45513
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0.46597
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0.46626
0.46633
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0.46647
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0.46661
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0.46400
0.46408
0.46416
0.46424
0,46432
0,46440
0.46447
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0.46471
0.46479
0.46486
0.46494
0.46502
0.46509
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0.46524
0.46532
0.46539
0.46547
0.46554
0.46562
0.46569
0.46576
0.46584
0.46591
0.46598
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0.46613
0.46620
0.46627
0.46634
0.46641
0.46648
0.46655
0.46662
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0.46400
0.46408
0.46417
0.46424
0.46432
0.46440
0.46448
0.46456
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0.46479
0.46487
0.46495
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0.46525
0.46533
0.46540
0.46548
0.46555
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0.46570
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0.46584
0.46592
0.46599
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0.46627
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0.46656
0.46663
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0.46527
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0.46630
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0.46651
0.46658
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0.46428
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0.46459
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0.46551
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0.46630
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0.46651
0.46658
0.46665
0.46396
0.464 4
0,46413
0.46421
0.46428
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0,46444
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0.46460
0,46468
0.46476
0.46483
0.46491
0.46499
0.465 6
0.46514
0.46521
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0.46551
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0.46588
0.46595
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0.46617
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0*46638
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0.46646
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0,46660
0.46667
0.46667
0.46674
0.46681
0.46688
0.46695
0.46702
0.46708
0.46715
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0.46729
0.46735
0.46742
0.46749
0.46755
0.46762
0.46768
0.46775
0.46781
0.46788
0.46794
0.46800
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0.46813
0.46820
0.46826
0.46832
0.46668
0.46675
0.46682
0.46689
0.46696
0.46702
0.46709
0.46716
0.46723
0.46729
0.46736
0.46743
0.46749
0.46756
0.46762
0.46769
0.46775
0.46782
0.46788
0.46795
0.46801
0.46808
0.46814
0.46820
0.46826
0.46833
0.46669
0.46676
0.46683
0.46689
0.46696
0.46703
0.46710
0.46717
0.46723
0.46730
0.46737
0.46743
0.46750
0.46756
0.46763
0.46770
0.46776
0.46782
0.46789
0.46795
0.46802
0.46808
0.46814
0.46821
0.46827
0.46831
0.46670
0.46676
0.46683
0.46690
0.46697
0.46704
0.46711
0.46717
0.46724
0.46731
0.46737
0.46744
0.46751
0.46757
0.46764
0.46770
0.46777
0.46783
0.46790
0.46796
0.46802
0.46809
0.46815
0.46821
0.46828
0.46834
0.46670
0.46677
0.46684
0.46691
0.46698
0.46704
0.46711
0.46718
0.46725
0.46731
0.46738
0.46745
0.46751
0.46758
0.46764
0.46771
0.46777
0.46784
0.46790
0.46797
0.46803
0.46809
0.46816
0.46822
0.46828
0.46835
0.46671
0.46678
0.46685
0.46691
0.46698
0.46705
0.46712
0.46719
0.46725
0.46732
0.46739
0.46745
0.46752
0.46758
0.46765
0.46771
0.46778
0.46784
0.46791
0.46797
0.46804
0.46810
0.46816
0.46823
0.46829
0.46835
0.46672
0.46678
0.46685
0.46692
0.46699
0.46706
0.46713
0.46719
0.46726
0.46733
0.46739
0.46746
0.46753
0.46759
0.46766
0.46772
0.46779
0.46785
0.46792
0.46798
0.46804
0.46811
0.46817
0.46823
0.46830
0.46836
0.46672
0.46679
0.46686
0.46693
0.46700
0.46706
0.46713
0.46720
0.46727
0.46733
0.46740
0.46747
0.46753
0.46760
0.46766
0.46773
0.46779
0.46786
0.46792
0.46799
0.46805
0.46811
0.46818
0.46824
0.46830
0.46836
0,46673
0.46680
0.46687
0.46694
0.467
0.467 7
0.46714
0.46721
0.46727
0.46734
0.46741
0.46747
0.46754
0.46760
0.46767
0.46773
0.46780
0.46786
0.46793
0.46799
0.468 6
0.46812
0.46818
0.46825
0.46831
0.46837
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0.46681
0.46687
0.46694
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0.46708
0 46715
0.46721
0.46728
0.46735
0.46741
0.46748
0.46754
0.46761
0.46768
0.46774
0.46781
0*46787
0.46793
0.46800
0.46806
0.46813
0.46819
0.46825
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0.46838
LISTING OF DATA AND ANSWERS FOR GRAVITY ANALYSIS OF 
THE SALMON GLACIER
LINE I
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE 
IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
4041.
1126.
1612.
3592.
578.
-2156.
2809.
0.
-2693.
2372.
-537.
-3211.
1804s
-1078.
-3763.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1605.
1418.
1392.
1577.
1411.
1411.
1506.
1396.
1444.
1465.
1389.
1482.
1430.
1390.
1516.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2031.
2368.
2572.
2134.
2449.
2523.
2288.
2503.
2531.
2397.
2530.
2933.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2250.
1861.
1731.
2152.
1797.
1783.
2000.
1758.
1779.
1885.
1746.
1398.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN 
TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1993.
1979.
1966.
-1991.
-1976.
-1963.
-1987.
-1973.
-1960.
-1985.
-1971.
-1958.
-1982.
-1968.
-1955.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER 
IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
2312.
2372.
2586.
1997.
1881.
1707.
388.
561.
574.
-414.
-565.
-552.
-481.
-577.
-517.
-520.
-582.
-476.
-552.
-579.
-439.
LINE H
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
4018.
1332.
1600.
3520.
728.
-2143.
2953.
0.
-2667.
2428.
-549.
-3196.
1869.
-1-066.
-3736.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1589.
1393.
1379.
1562.
1397.
1396.
1509.
1373.
1424.
1454.
1368.
1452.
1416.
1371.
1499.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2460.
2517.
2592.
2067.
2411.
2586.
2130.
2535.
2564.
2335.
2576.
2652.
2452.
2581.
2854.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1885.
1774o
1714.
2238.
1845.
1729.
2163.
1736.
1758.
1968.
1709.
1689.
1848.
1712.
1499.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
-1972.
-1977. -1974.1982s -1980.
1969.
1955.
-1966.
-1952.
-1963.
-1950.
-1960.
-1947.
-1958.
-1945.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
394.
577.
576.
-418.
-569.
-556.
-468.
-590.
-526.
-521.
-592.
-495.
-555.
-586.
-445.
LINE G
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
4018.
1271.
1644.
3512.
682.
-2208.
2952.
00
-2802.
2400.
-542.
-3372.
1840.
-1100.
-3939.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1539.
1373.
1375.
1492.
1356.
1403.
1441.
1347.
1450.
1396.
1350.
1463.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2314.
2523.
2685.
2262.
2598.
2695.
2405.
2661.
2697.
2566.
2668.
3449.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE G.ACIER IN FEET
2023.
1761.
1654.
2050.
1695.
1654.
1912.
1647.
1650.
1757.
1649.
948.
1589.
1374.
1358.
2460.
2597.
2683.
1885.
1715.
1646.
'I
0
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1982.
1960.
1946.
-1971.
-1958.
-1944.
-1968.
-1954.
-1941.
-1966.
-1952.
-1938.
-1963.
-1949.
-1935.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
394.
586.
589.
-432.
-584.
-569.
-476.
-598.
-537.
-525.
-605.
-488.
-568.
-599.
-472.
LINE F
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
4018.
1104.
1576.
3430.
513.
-2186.
2800.
0.
-2773.
2210.
-422.
-3376.
1673.
-979.
-3970.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1589.
1356.
1340.
1521.
1354.
1356.
1466.
1341.
1381.
1417.
1333.
1414.
1378.
1334.
1451.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2460.
2602.
2649.
2382.
2540.
2640.
2333.
2592.
2625.
2441.
2634.
2692.
2565.
2637.
3023.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
02
1885.
1725.
1690o
1968.
1761.
1711.
1995.
1720.
1734.
1887.
1690.
1678.
1770.
1693.
1356.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1982.
1943.
1930.
-1954.
-1940.
-1927.
-1951.
-1937.
-1924.
-1948.
-1935.
-1921.
-1946.
-1933.
-1918.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
394.
586.
590.
-433.
-586.
-571.
-485.
-597.
-543.
-531.
-602.
-507.
-567.
-598.
-468.
ESTIMATION OF THE REGIONAL GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
LINE E
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
4018.
1192.
1810.
3517.
605.
-2415.
2941.
0.
-3013.
2354.
-607.
-3618.
1758.
-1206.
-4222.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1589.
1347.
1335.
1511.
1337.
1353.
1474.
1327.
1382.6
1425.
1319.
1413.
1373.
1323.
1462.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2609.2321. 2413.2460a 2531.#
2675.
2729.
2661.
2749.
2685.
2775.
2738.
3011.
2737.
3745.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1885.
1674.
1621.
1824.
1670.
1610.
2018.
1646.
1588.
1921.
1603.
1366.
1743.
1607.
631.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS 
OF A MILLIGAL
1982.
1947.
1932.
-1958.
-1944.
-1929.
-1955.
-1941.
-1926.
-1952.
-1938.
-1923.
-1949.
-1935.
-1920.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER 
IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
394.
600.
597.
-447.
-607.
-576.
-481.
-614.
-544.
-527.
-619.
-510.
-576.
-612s
-458.
LINE D
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN 
PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
4018.
1218.
1783.
3631.
638.
-2378.
3017.
0.
-2994.
2436.
-621.
-3577.
1818.
-1186.
-4127.
0)OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1512.
1324.
1482. 1432.
1316. 1311.
1372.
1318.1589.1336.
1380. 1414o 1452.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2460.
2652.
2546.
2823.
2638.
2543.
2286.
2630.
2477.
2323.
2645.
2505.
2543.
2610.
2727.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1885.
1713.
1802.
1574.
1713.
1813.
2069.
1719.
1878.
2028.
1704.
1856.
1819.
1740.
1651.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF 
A MILLIGAL
1982. -1938. -1935. -1932. -1929.
1926. -1923. -1920. -1917. -1915.
1912 -1909& -1906. -1903. -1900.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS 
OF MILLIGAL
394.
590.
578.
-426.
-599.
-561.
-453.
-604.
-526.
-500.
-606.
-489.
-557.
-597.
-449.
LINE C
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN 
FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3028.
-00
2453.
-587.
1840.
-1187.
-3018. -3525. -4128.
4018.
1244.
1825.
3631.
632.
-2392.
0
13?33. 1348.s
.v
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1512.
1317.
1348.
1488.
1308.
1374.
1432.
1306.
1399.
1373.
1314.
1417.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2823.
2584.
2347.
2239.
2573.
2278.
2277.
2547.
2263.
2465.
2488.
2484.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1574.
1785.
2011.
2123.
1793.
2085.
2080.
1818.
2110.
1909.
1873.
1932.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1982.
1910.
1895.
-1938.
-1907.
-1892.
-1918.
-1904*
-1889.
-1915.
-1901.
-1887.
-1913.
-1898.
-1884.
ESTIMATION OF
394.
583.
561.
THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
-426.
-590.
-545.
-431.
-596.
-515.
-483.
-594.
-488.
-539.
-584.
-467.
CLINE R
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
1589.
1327.
1334.
2460.
2632.
2383.
1885.
1754.
1968.
3028.
0.
-3036.
2499.
-608.*
-36500
1840.
-1172o
-4272.
1224.
-1838.
-4820o
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1479.
1300.
1360.
1430.
1297.
1378.
1367.
1301.
1388.
1323.
1324.
1388.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2262.*
2566.
2287.
2272.
2552.
2341.
2456.
2513.
2654.
2599.a2379.
34340
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN 
FEET
2126.
1816.
2095.
2106.
1828.*
2062.
1937o
1866.6
1793s
1805.1989.
1074o
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL 
FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1916.
1902.
1888.
-1914.
-1899.
-1885 *
-1911.
-1896.
-1882.
-1908.0
-1894.
-1879.
-1905o.
-1890.
-1876.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE 
TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
413.
593.
545,
-435.
-599.
-525.
-482.
-600.
-504.
-541.
-593.
-491*
-582.
-567.
-488*
LINE A
3531.
628.
2408.
1503.
1309.
1343.
2802.
2582.
2299.
1630.
1809.
2069.
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3019.
00
-2938.
2403.
-614.
-3549.
1742.
-1160,s
-4181.
1202.
-1755.
-4771.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1463.
1297.
1335.
1417.
1286.
1355.
1361.
1288.
1368.
1324.
1300.
1368.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2328.
2460.
2118.
2247.
2468s
2024.
2381.
2424.
1994s
2484.
2331.
2085.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1243.
1933.
2193.
2091.
1937.
2297.
2152.
1934.
2403.
2027.
1980.
2459.
1932.
2073.
2412.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A 
MILLIGAL
1918.
1903.
1888.
-1915.
-19000
-1886.
-1912.
-1897.
-1883.
-1908.
-1894.
-1880.
-1906.
-1891.
-1877.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS 
OF MILLIGAL
440.
595.
570.
-452.
-603.
-550.
-495.
-611.
-528.
-548.
-607.
-511.
-582.
-592.
-509.
3627.
595.
2359.
1477.
1308.
1318.
3245.
2470.
2212.
0
LINE 1
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3627.
1120.
1773.
1477.
1318.
1286.
3019.
568.
-2332.
1463.
1303.
1301.
2403.
0.
-2953.
1417.
1288.
1326.
2360.
-615.
-3569.
1417.
1280.
1345.
1842.
-1195.
-4188.
1371.
1278.
1362.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
3245.
2593.
2368.
2328.
2522.
2269.
2247.
2509.
2133.
2630.
2480.
2057.
2548.
2447.
2037.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1243.
1835.
2061.
2091.
1893.
2163.
2152.
1907.
2299.
1782.
1942.
2384.
1869.
1977.
2422.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1918.
1875.
1861.
-1915.
-1872.
-1858.
-1912.
-1869.
-1855.
-1881.
-1866.
-1852.
-1878.
-1864.
-1849.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
C
440.
557.
574.
-452.
-569.
-557.
-495.
-581.
-530.
-464.
-586.
-507.
-507.
-586.
-487.
LINE 2
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3627.
1169.
1832.
3019.
591.
-2327.
2403.
0.
-2967.
2360.
-619.
-3598.
1776.
-1248.
-4214.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1477.
1331.
1268.
1463.
1305.
1274.
1417.
1283.
1278.
1417.
1265.
1299.
1383.
1264.
1309.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
3245.
2392.
2312.
2328.
2395.
2257.
2247.
2411.
2217.
2630.
2439.
2095.
2299.
2380.
2053.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1243.
2042.
2151.
2091.
2032.
2216.
2152.
2024.
2277.
1782.
2009.
2402.
2121.
2072.
2406.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
-1912. -1881. -1868.
0
1918. -1915.a
1865.
1851.
-1863.
-1849.
-1860.
-1845.
-1857.
-1842.
-1854.
-1839.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF 
MILLIGAL
440.
534.
583.
-452.
-558.
-575.
-495.
-576.
-567.
-464.
-592.
-543.
-485.
-590.
-530.
LINE 3
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3627.
0.
3018.
3019.
-550.
-3634.
1806.
-1201.
-4289.
1181.
-1811.
-4906.
584.
-2369.
-5614.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1463.
1261.
1267.
1402.
1256.
1271.
1342.
1256.
1268.
1307.
1260.
1255.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2328.
2438.
2237.
2294.
2392.
2243.
2364.
2339.
2325.
2380.
2289.
2568.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
2091.
2033.
2302.
2138.
2083.
2317.
2081.
2147.
2267.
2065.
2211.
2074.
1477.
1278.
1263.
3245.
2425.
2260.
1243.
2033.
2261.
bUmL
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1918.
1846.
1831.
-1915.
-1843.
-1828.
-1854.
-1840.
-1825.
-1851.
-1837.
-1822.
-1849.
-1834.
-1819.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS 
OF MILLIGAL
440.
567.
569.
-452.
-582.
-561.
-453.
-584.
-554.
-510.
-581.
-554.
-542.
-574.
-564.
LINE 4
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH, MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3627.
0.
3051.
1477.
1273.
1256.
3019.
-635.
-3678.
1806.
-1225.
-4301.
1242.
-1878.
-5003.
1463. 1402. 1349.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1252.
1255.
1252.
1249.
1253.
1240.
538.
2424.
5615.
1302.
1254.
1229.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
3245.
2427.
2248.
2328.
2440.
2273.
2294.
2362.
2365.
2359.
2304.
2549.
2376.
2267.
2845.
-
-
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1243.
2055.
2282.
2091.
2054.
2279.
2138.
2131.
2215.
2108.
2197.
2066.
2094.
2248.
1801.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1918.
1828.
1813.
-1915.
-1825.
-1810.
-1854.
-1822.
-107.
-1834.
-1819.
-1804.
-1830.
-1816.
-1801.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
440.
555.
557.
-452.
-572.
-555.
-453.
-570.
-558.
-484.
-566.
-564.
-528.
-561.
-572.
LINE 5
DISPLACEMENT OF GRAVITY STATION ALONG THE GIVEN PROFILE IN FEET
PLUS INDICATES NORTH. MINUS INDICATES SOUTH
3627.
0.
3092.
3019.
-744.
-3655.
1806.
-1335.
-4149.
1279.
-1902.
-4879.
635.
-2465.
-5480.
OBSERVED GRAVITY IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1463.
1244.
1266.
1402.
1250.
1257.
1350.
1254.
1236.
1298.
1260.
1225.
THICKNESS OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1477.
1266.
1266.
3245.
2426.
2137.
2328.
2424.
2149.
2294.
2314.
2241.
2336.
2240.
2493.
2401.
2179.
2765.
ELEVATION OF THE BASE OF THE GLACIER IN FEET
1243.
2083.
2393.
2091.
2092.
2395.
2138.
2196.
2326.
2167.
2274.
2112.
2103.
2346.
1866.
ESTIMATION OF THE BACKGROUND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 
IN TENTHS OF A MILLIGAL
1918.
1819.
1804.
-1915 .
-1815.
-1801.
-1854.
-1812.
-1799.
-1825.
-1810.
-1795.
-1822.
-1807.
-1793.
ESTIMATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DUE TO THE 
GLACIER IN TENTHS OF MILLIGAL
-452.
-571.
-535.
-453.
-563.
-475.
-556.
-542. -559.
-524.
-547.
-567.
440.
553.
538.
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